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CHAPTER 
I NTRODUCTI ON TO THE PROBLEH 
Definition of terms 
Adapt 
fittingly." 1 
11 to make suitabl e to requirements; adjust or modify 
Adaptability is a trait wh i ch has been attributed to Navajo2 
Indians by anthropologists, educa t o rs, novelists, psychologists , 
artists) -- in fact, by almost everyone who has had dealings with 
them over a period of time. Yet, to identify specific examples of 
their adaptability and the attempt to measure the effect upon inter-
personal relations of eviden ces of adaptation has proved to be no 
easy task. 
An additional definition serves t o make clearer the meaning of 
this term as it is used in this thesis : "Adaptation. Sensitivity 
change after continued stimulation ."4 There is a slight by impor t ant 
1c1arence L. Barnhart (ed.), The Amer ican College Encyclopedic 
Dictionary, Vol. I (Chicago: Spencer Press, Inc. , 1959) , p. 13 . 
2This spelling of "Navaj o" i s found in the "Treaty with the Navajo 
of 1868' ' and is the one authorized by the United States Cour t of Indian 
Claims. Huch of the material published during the 1940 ' s and SO ' s used 
the Anglicized spelling-- 11Navaho. " 
111 Navaho ' is not their own word for themselves. In their own l an-
guage they are dine, 'The People.'" Clyde Kluckhohn and Dorothea Leigh-
ton, The Navaho , (Cambridge: Harvard Univ . Press, 1956), p . xv . 
3Note: Novelist Alberta Hannum, Spin a Silver Dollar (New York : 
The Viking Press, 1945), p. 15 , and artist, Laura Adams Armer, In Navajo 
Land (Ne~< York: David HcKay Co. , Inc., 1962) , p. 43. 
4Julian Hochberg, William W. Lambert, and T. A. Ryan, Vocabulary 
for Psychology (Flushing, N.Y.: Data-Guide, Inc ., 1959) . 
difference in the meaning of "Adjustment. Behavio r patterns which 
meet demands of social, physical and inte rna l environment."S 
This study probes t he question of wha t kinds of changes occur 
within individuals when they attemp t to live successfully in two or 
more differing cultures simu ltaneously . It can even be questioned if 
such a thing is possible; perhaps the attempt is completely unrealistic . 
When a Navajo student under t akes the process of becoming educated 
at an off-reserva tion boarding school such as Intermountain School at 
Brigham City , Utah, he is inevitably faced with a cultural clash. 
Sociologists have identifi ed some ways of handling contacts between 
differing cultures as: accommoda tion, accultu ration, and assimilation. 
These may be defined as follows : 
Accommodation. Mu tual adj ustment bet~;een groups which keep 
their own identity and goals , usua lly through truce, compro-
mise, arbitration , or t o l e ration. 
Acculturation. Acquisit ion by one culture of the culture 
traits or social patterns of another . 
Ass i milation. early complete absorp tion of one culture by 
another . Usually both take on some charac teristics of the 
other and descendants of either become nearly undistinguish-
able from one ano t her with respect t o cultural origin and 
their social patterns . 6 
Obviously, accommodation is not an answer available t o the Navajo 
student because he comes from a tribe numbering less than 100,000,7 
and many times that number of peop le in the dominant culture know nothing 
about his c ulture and have no reason to adjust to the Navajo way . 
5Julian Hochberg, William W. Lambert, and T. A. Ryan, ibid. 
6William J . Goode, Vocabulary for Socio l ogy (Flushing, N.Y. : 
Data Gu ide, Inc . , 1959). 
7
"Population Notes," Office of Vi tal Statistics , Navajo Agency , 
Window Rock , Ariz . , Oct. 8, 1965, mimeographed sheet, p . 1 gives 91,350 
as the estimated total population. 
The Navajo student has no real choice about acculturation either. 
He must acquire some of the social pa tterns of the dominant culture 
if he is to succeed on a job and t hereby gain the means to improve his 
economic lot . And the need to improve economically underlies present 
Indian problems to an alarming ext en t. 
The matter of assimilati on i n to the dominant culture, however , is 
quite another thing. It is the aut hor 's convic tion that the fear of 
being 11 swallowed up" and losing hi s identity as a Navajo constitutes a 
big block to educational achievement for many a Navajo student at Inter-
mountain School. 
At this point a definition of " culture" seems to be in order since 
it is widely used in t he di scus s i on : "compl ex of rituals , beliefs, 
customs, laws, knowledge passed to suc c eeding generations." 8 
Mead refers t o "c ulture" as "t he syst ematic body of learned be-
havior which is transmitted from parents to children . 119 Speaking of 
Ruth Benedic t, Mead continue s : 
... she devel oped her own spec i al contribution, her view 
of human culture s as 11 personal ity writ large", . .. as having 
selected from t he great arc of human potentialities certain 
characteristi cs and then havi ng el aborated them with greater 
strength and in t ensity t han any sing le ind iv i dua l could ever 
do in one li f et ime.lO 
In the following pas sage s, Mead interprets Benedict ' s view of the 
value of understanding and studyi ng culture similarly to the author's 
intended application of'B.daptab i l i t y: " 
She was commi tt ed t o a p i c ture of developing human cultures 
for which no limi t could be set because the possible combina-
tions were s o many and so var ied a s to be i nexhaustable . But , 
8coode, 1..2.£ . c it . 
9Margaret Mead, In a new prefa ce t o Ruth Benedict, Patterns of Cul-
~ (New York : Ment~ Books, 1959), p . v . 
lOibid . 
as her knowledge of dif feren t cultures grew , so her initial 
sense that the individual was the creature of culture ... 
changed to a detailed consideration of whe r e and in what ways 
men could shape their culture closer to their highes t vision . 
The belief that this was possible was to g row. 11 
The preceding statement seems to lend support to the notion that indi-
viduals may be able to hone stly a dapt culture to meet individual needs 
as well as adapt to cultural patterns required for acceptance by other 
members of the two or more cultures to whi ch he aims to belong . 
The importance of food 
Food is important in man y ways to people everywhere. Because food 
preferences is a subject on whic h most people have definite likes and 
dislikes, and because i t is also a topic which can be discussed easily 
without embarrassment, this was s elected as the means for approaching 
the evaluation of Navajo student adaptability. The first step of this 
evaluation is to discover what foods are available in the home environ-
ment and what changes do occur in foo d preferences after living for an 
extended period of time in the schoo l environment . 
The Navajo student at Intermountain School comes to school with a 
rather limited background of famili ar foods. Fried bread, mutton, corn, 
squash, coffee, and canned goods comprise the basic diet on the Navajo 
Reservation . The way of li fe, distance from stores, and lack of refri-
geration limit the use of perishable foods . This by no means limits 
his enjoyment of fruits or other perishable foods when the opportunity 
presents itsel f. 
11Ibid., p. vi. 
An Intermountain School senior student discusses food arrangements 
at her reservation home: 
For our livelihood we depend largely on the livestock and 
farming- - which we can't always depend on due to poor c rops for 
lack of water. There' s no such thing as irrigation where 
I live . Either the crop fails or you have to think of some 
way t o save it . 
Usually my mother buys her groceries about twice a mon t h 
by trading or, occasionally, with money. That's the time 
when we have bacon, eggs, vegetables, and the other foods 
that we usually don't have. It's hard to preserve food for 
there's no refrigerator 1n our house. But we make the food 
last longer by dehydrati ng it by the method of drying. We 
eat very simply. Meals are usual l y composed of biscui t s , 
s tew, some canned vegetab les or fruit , and co ffee or tea . 
When we are out of food, we usually have fried bread and 
meat and coffee for meals. Fortunately , this does not hap-
pen most of the time.l2 
Es t ablishing good food habits , acquaintance with a variety of 
foods, and development of good table manners were among the goals for 
a ll students during the early days after Intermountain School opened 
its doors in 1950. Boyce tel ls how the din ing room was utilized in 
the education process during Special Navajo Program days. 
The academic teacher and the dormitory attendant collaborate 
in s uch learnings as how to make a bed, how t o keep one ' s 
locker neat, customs in the dining room, and the l ike . In 
short , the child's entire new environmen t is to be exploited 
consciously in the educational process. 
Under this concept, the school dining operation becomes 
much more than mere feeding of hungry bodies. A monotonous 
menu, just because it is "most economical" canno t be viewed as 
" good enough. " Rather, going to the dining hall be comes a 
pleasurable experience to which the s tuden t can l ook forward . 
He finds some of his trad itional foods, such as mutton and co r n 
and squash . Also, there is a friendly teacher or dormitory 
attendant to assist him until he becomes accus t omed to t he new 
table manners expected. They encourage him to try servings of 
new foods . Both before and after , he gets help i n learning the 
pertinent English and acquiring the social customs which make 
him fee l at home. Before he graduates, the student gets an 
12Pita Ashike (Term paper, Litera ture Class , March 25 , 1966 ) . 
6 
experience in ordering f rom a menu and in d ining "family style" 
in small g r oups . l3 
In the interval since t hen , po licy has changed so that adu lts do 
not eat in the student dining room e xcept on ve ry rare occasions . 
On October 25, 1965, Nati ona l Youth Corpsfunds from the Office of 
Economic Opportunity made po s sible the hiring of students to serve and 
handle the food and clean-up a c t ivi ties in the student dining room . 
Prior to this time, students we re detailed to take care of these chores; 
they were scheduled from s pecific do rmito ries and class rooms on a rotat-
ing basis. According to the s te1•ard, the paid workers have added consi-
derably to the efficiency and qua l ity of serving and handling food . 14 
A number of projects have been undertaken t o ensure a pleasan t 
atmosphere in the student dining r oom. During the fall of 1963 acousti -
cal ti le was installed, and the metal army trays which had previously 
been used were replaced with plast i c divided trays. For some meals FM 
radio music is piped in . New fo rmi ca-topped tables in varied shapes and 
sizes and colorful mol ded p l as t ic chairs were purchased in 1965. 
The students themselves show a great deal of interest in food , 
what is served, behavio r in t he dining room, and related matters . 
Matters relating to food ha ve frequently been included in student coun-
cil business meetings and in editortals and letters in the high school ' s 
weekly newspaper , Eagle Views (which began publication in August 1965). 
Thompson emphasized the need for social training related t o food . 
A few years ago an Indian high school girl accompanied me 
to a national meeting. Her training had been good . She was 
13George A. Boyce, Answers to Questions on Indian Education and the 
Special Navaho Program (mimeographed paper , January , 1958) , p . 4 . 
14 conversa ti on with Intermountain School Steward, George Francis, 
April 4 , 1966. 
neatly and attrac tively dress ed. Her English was above average. 
In ot her words, she was JUSt as sophistica ted as the other 
you th from all parts of the country attending this particular 
mee ting except for one thing--her table etiquette. It reflected 
the habits acquired in her home and crowded boarding school 
dining room. Although it did no t seriously affect her rela-
tionships with the youth in this particular meeting, it did 
set her apart . Sometimes it is supposedly less significant 
things that assume impor tance in acceptance of people. Suc-
cessful adjustment t o newer ways of living requires new learn-
ings in many areas of living . This places special and addi-
tional responsibility on schools inst ructing Indian youth. The 
importance of academic and vocational skills is recognized by 
the school and not over looked. However, the development of 
social skills is pretty generally regarded as a responsibility 
of the home. 
Indian schools that take this position and do not include 
in their instruction of Ind i an children the social skills they 
wi ll need t o adjust t o newer ways of living fail these children . 
Therefore, experiences and learnings in this area must be sup-
plied by the school. Most Indian schoo ls are conscious of their 
responsibility in this area , and they are doing something about 
it. Are we all doing as muc h as we can? 15 
A new girls' vocation, Quant i ty Foods, was initiated in the fall of 
1963 . For their training, these girls prepare and serve food to small 
groups in their special dining room. Opportunities remain limited for 
many of the students to mee t the social need noted by Thompson. 
Food is important on a national level because it does affect physi-
cal fitness. One of many campaigns t o interest youth in developing bet-
ter food habits is cited: 
We are particularly concerned about our adolescents, who 
hold the future in their hands . With the abundance that sur-
rounds us, we should have the strongest, happ i est , best-
nourished teenagers in the world. But study after study indi-
cates this is not true. Nor is it a matter of economics; if 
anything, children of wealthy parents are less likely to be 
well-fed than those of parents with modest means. 
There is more t o the family meal, of course, than an ade-
quate diet. It can be the bes t time of the day to nurture a 
child's emotional development, as well as his physical growth. 
l5Hildegard Thompson, "Meeting a Social Need," Indian Education, 
295 (March 1, 1957). 
8 
We have also tried , in t his issue , t o depict the road to emo -
tional maturi t y as it appears i n capsule f orm around the family 
dinner table . 
Love and nutrients, conside ration and vitamins, happi-
ness and leafy green vege t ab l es--all are essential in build-
ing a stronger America f or tomor row.l6 
At Intermountain School the nut r ients , vitamins, and leafy green 
vegetables have been carefully supplied . This can be observed in the 
Mas ter Menus included in the appendix. Two Maste r Menus are included : 
one for the year preceding the g i v ing of questionnaires for this study, 
and one for the year follow1ng . Although these menus generally include 
the same foods , the 1963- 64 Master llenu reflects somewhat a change in 
personnel and the willingness of s tudents to accept new foods. Fish 
patties were added to t he later menus--along with salmon and tuna whic h 
had been incl uded in the 1961-62 Master Menu. At an earlier time fis h--
as well as a number of other foo ds--was considered taboo by the Navajo. 
Ladd discusses some food taboos : 
There are many prohibi tions with regard to eating birds, 
fishes, and various kinds of animals ... The most widespread 
of these food taboos i s pr obab l y that applying to fish. "Never 
eat fish " because "anyone who ate them would fill up with 
water (dropsy) and die." My princ ipal informant attributed 
his sickness to having e aten a 11 great big fish." 
Other foods that have been reported dangerous to eat are 
turkey , pig, dogs, wolves, c oyotes, foxes , rats, snakes , li-
zards, horntoads, ants, b i rds , etc . Perhaps the danger is 
explained by the fact tha t eating these anima ls vio l ates the 
t aboo against killing them. The resulting sickness is often 
described as the acquisition of undesirable characteristics of 
the animals eaten . l7 
Navajo students do not r eadi ly discuss taboos of any ki nd , so it 
would be difficult to generali ze concerning how persistent these taboos 
l6"Nealtime is Family Time," an editorial , Everywoman's Family 
~. (January, 1960). 
17John Ladd, The St ructure of a Moral Code (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 195 7), p . 231 . 
9 
are with the younger generation. Francis reported t hat he first ordered 
very small fish patties because he had been warned that students might 
consider them unacceptable. He also reported taking the precaution 
of serving catsup and mayonnaise (formerly accepted) along with the 
fish. 18 The student reaction was favorab l e . Another indication that 
the old taboo about fish has broken down is that the Navajo Tribe has 
developed recreational facilit ies in tribal parks which include stocked 
lakes for fishing. 
Little emphasis has been placed on kinds of table service or the 
use of china and table linens. Table conversation in the Intermountain 
School dining room has generally been limited to the peer group . There 
has been very little exploitat ion of the use of food in symbolism as 
sharing as Mead discusses it. 
The family meal is the high point of shared family rela-
tionship. Nowhere else can the old and the young, the talka-
tive and the quiet, th e pa t1ent and the impatient meet in such 
a degree of shared and intimate enjoyment. 
Sleep divides people; even the baby sleeps alone, in 
crib or cradle, sometimes the most elaborate possession a family 
has. 
Work divides people, as the father goes off to hunt or 
fish , to work in factory or off ice, to trade or to govern, 
while the mother remains at home . And , increasingly all over 
the world, the children go to school. 
Leisure divides people, as the old sit in the sun or 
beside the hearth, while the young and strong climb mountains 
or drive cars t hrough heavy traffic to lake or seashore. In-
terests and moods divide people . The fat her may be bursting 
with news f r om the offi ce, but the children wriggle impatiently; 
the mother may have a l ong list of complaints about everything 
that has gone wrong at home, to which neither father nor child-
ren want to listen. 
To keep such a diverse group of people together, in under-
standing and relative peacefulness , would be difficult without 
the food they share. But when they gather around a table spread 
with food, whe re each one has a place, this complicated group 
of people can become one, at least fo r t he length of the meal . 
lBconversation with George Francis, 1££. cit. 
The importan ce of eating together is something that 
human beings learned very long ago, at a time when the men 
hunted for food and brought it home for the women to pre-
pare. This meal, eaten around a fire that kept wild ani-
mals at bay and drew in those who had risked all sorts of 
dangers during the day, later became a symbol of many kinds 
of important human relationships. "To break bread together" 
means to be friends, and sharing another man ' s salt became, 
in many parts of the world, a sign that you were now safe 
from any attack from him, because he had given you food. 
The first meal eaten by a bride and groom, the special feast 
served for the initiation of boys or girls, the meal eaten 
by mourne rs, the food that was offered by men to God, or by 
God t o men, have all been ways in which the universality of 
shared food and drink has been used to bind human beings 
together with ties th at are strong and durable.l 9 
10 
Perhaps food experiences are lacking in var ie t y, but acquaintance 
with and enjoyment of varied foods have been acquired by many Inter-
mountain School students. Marsh notes excessive fat and carbohydrate 
consumption for Indians in the acculturation process . 
Today's high food costs and a growing preference for 
the white man's processed foods are resulting in an exces -
sive consumption of fats and carbohydra tes. Acculturation 
is not an unmixed blessing for these Indians.20 
This does not seem to be true of Intermountain School students . 
(No te food acceptance and rejection listings, pp. 48-69 .) Perhaps the 
variety of foods served in the Intermoun tain Schoo l dining room pro-
vides the Navajo students with a broader range of food preferences than 
would operate at other places. (No t e samples of the Intermountain 
School Master Menus in the Appendix .) Ce rtainly , they are not consum-
ing as much fat and carbohydrates as in the native diet. 
19Margaret Mead , "Mealtime: A Tradition of Family Sharing," Every-
Woman ' s Family Circle, (January, 1960), pp. 19, 66. 
20Lucille J. Marsh, "Health Services for Indian Mo thers and Child-
ren," Children, (November-December, 195 7) , reprint unpaged , as quot ed in , 
Miles V. Zintz, Director, Indian Research Study, Final Report, Section 
I, 1957- 60, (Col lege of Education, Univ . of New Mexico, Albuquerque , 
mimeographed report), p . 67. 
11 
Food is important to the Intermountain Schoo l student. He has 
made many changes in his food habits and preferences. Food preference 
was chosen as the factor to be recorded and statistically analyzed in 
this study because: 
1. There were likely to be recognizable changes in preferences 
b~tween age groups. 
2 . People usually have definite likes and dislikes where food is 
concerned. 
3 . There is no connotation of "goodness or badness" involved in 
food preferences. (Exception: some foods may be considered taboo by 
traditional unacculturated Navajos.) 
4. There is no embarrassment about discussing food preferences on 
the part of the Navajo student . 
5. A knowledge of student food preferences would be of pract ical 
va lue to the dining room staff . 
Statement of the problem 
Does the Nava jo student at Intermountain School possess adaptability 
as a personality trait ? Can his adaptability be gauged in terms of 
obse rvable and measurable factors? In other words, can a level of adapt-
abi lity for the Navajo student be empirically ascertained? 
This is an exploratory study. It is aimed a t identifying factors 
wh ich indicate the extent t o whi c h adaptability exists as a persona lity 
trait of these Nava jo Indian students. 
Data were gathe r ed by administering two questionnaires to 230 stu-
dents (only 200 were used in the final study as par t ic ipants who were 
absent at the time one of the questionnaires was fi lled out or who failed 
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to answer key questions were dropped) in the 5th , 8th , and 11th grades 
at Intermountain School dur ing t he 1962-63 school year . 
Using a breakdown of kinds of personality traits given by Bronfen-
brenner and Ricciut i, 21 the author arrived a t the plan of testing a mo-
tivational personality tra it (adaptability) by applying statistical 
tests t o a readily observed and discussed response tendency (acceptance 
or rejection of 141 foods), and to a stimulus characteristic personality 
tra it (populari t y with his peers) . 
The null hypothesis t o be tested is: The re are no differences in 
the true proportions of acceptance of each food. 
The author wo uld assume that if the hypothesis must be rejected in 
all, or most, of the food groups , that this wou l d be evidence that an 
adaptability factor does exist. 
Therefore, the purpos e of this s tudy is to identify what percen-
tage of Intermountain School students accept and reject 141 selected 
foods which are available t o them in the student dining r oom , local 
restaurants, home economics clas ses, and local grocery stores. No t 
all the foods are equally access1ble t o students . Fish and seafoods 
are generally understood as taboo to the unacculturated Navajo. They 
are included partly as an indicator of willingness to accept these par-
ticular taboos as outmoded superstition rather than as something dan-
gerous to the modern Navajo. 
Two corollary hypotheses are explored, but no attempt is made in 
2lurie Bronfenbrenner and Hen r y N. Ricciuti, "The Appraisal of 
Personality Characte rist ics in Children," In Paul H. Mussen, Handbook 
of Research Methods in Child Deve lopment (New Yo rk: John Wi ley and 
Sons, Inc . , 1960), pp. 771-773. 
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this study to either prove or disprove them. These two hypotheses--
stated in the null form are: 
1. There is no relationsh1p between a Navajo student's food pre-
ference and his popularity with his peers. 
2. The degree of adaptability is not related to a student's per-
centages of foods rejected. 
Importance of the problem 
There seems to have been an assumption in a number of studies that 
the prime problem to be solved by the Navajo student is adjustment to 
the dominant cul ture. Christiansen22 studied opinions of employers 
toward Navajo employees on summer jobs in the Intermountain \Ves t. 
Baker23 studied vocational success . Fish24 concluded that fai lure to 
adjust to the dominant culture caused up to 90 percent of job f ailures 
on the part of 714 Intermountai n School graduates . 
All these studi es concerne d rating of Navajo students on the third 
type of personality trait, st~mulus characteris tics, as gauged by mem-
bers of the dominant culture in work situations . This is, of course, 
essential information for helping students attain economic success. 
But the matter of a happy and useful personal life is also important, 
and information which shows the Navajo student ' s self-evaluation of his 
22william V. Christiansen, "The Employers ' Opinions on Navajo Stu-
dent Employees during t he Summer of 1954" (unpublished Mas ter ' s thesis , 
1955, Utah State Agricultural College , Logan, Utah). 
23Joe E. Baker , "Proble!!ls of Navajo Male Graduates of Intermoun-
tain School during their First Year of Employment" (unpublished Master ' s 
thesis , 1959 , Utah State University , Logan, Utah) . 
24Lewis J . Fish, "A Study of the Reasons for Failure on the Job 
of some Graduates of Intermountain Schoo l" (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Utah State Unive rsity, 1960) . 
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likes should be useful to the e ducato r. 
It is the au thor's conviction that Navajo students are reluctant 
to just become part of "White Man 's Soc iety" and that they are striv-
ing--however intermittently and painfully--to be successful in both 
the dominan t culture and as membe rs of the Navajo Tribe and as Indian 
Americans. 
In order to maintain his stat us as a Navajo, he has t o keep his 
language and he needs t o know the important elements of his tradi tional 
Navajo cul ture. This is a difficu lt task conside ring that Intermountain 
students spend nine mon ths out of the year at boarding school and t hat 
many parent s 25 do not speak or write English , which puts a real burden 
on communicating through letters--particularly since Navajo has not 
until recently been a written language. 
If this view is valid, the approval--or ridicule-- of his Navajo 
peers toward his academic achievement and his taking on some of "White 
Man's Ways" may well be of far greater importance than given credit for 
generally . 
Also, if adaptability is a motivational personality trait of the 
Navajo student, ~ feelings and his understanding of a situation--or 
lack of understanding--matter more than do objective, external facts in 
determining his actions. 
Perhaps one of the simplest and most effective means of helping 
the student develop the self-confidence needed when he se t s out to 
chart his own way is to encourage pride in his own cultural heritage--
25George A. Boyce, "Answers to Questions on Indi an Education and 
the Special Navajo Program," (mimeographed pape r, January , 1958) , p . 9 . 
"Of 511 new students enrolled in Sept., 1957, 262 of the parents or 
guardians were non-English speaking t o the point of having t o sign t he 
application blank by thumbprint in the presence of a government inter-
preter." 
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on its own merits; not via t he rout e o f running down the dominant 
cul tu re or any o t her. Victo r referred to this need for apprecia ting 
his own cultural heritage . 
Recognit ion is now being given to t he importance of us ing cul-
tura l information in providing train ing fo r young people of 
another culture. The individual must acquire a know ledge of 
cultural contributions and an appreciation of his cultural 
heritage before he can gain a feeling of self - respect o r 
iden t ify himself with a specific segment of history. This 
lack of identi fication is the basis for much of the aimless 
effort, the f eeling of futil it y , the lack of endeavor, and 
the absence of moti vation and goals which we , as ed uca t o r s , 
struggle with t oday.26 
Zint z no ted another pitfall in Indian education- -that teachers some-
times l ack knowledge and understanding of t he child ' s culture: "Too 
many teachers are inadequately prepar ed to unders tand or accept the 
dissimilar cu ltural values . The values of mos t teachers are middle-
class." 27 The fact that t he teacher is in authority gives a strong 
implication for the unwary tha t his ways are , therefore , superior since 
he is in c harge in t he class room. Zintz warns : 
The Indian chil d comes t o the c l assroom wi th a set of va lues 
and a background of expe rience radically different from 
t hose of the average An g lo child . To t each the Indian 
child successfully, the teacher must be cognizan t of these 
differences and must above a ll else seek to understand, 
wi t hout dispar agement, these ideas, va lues, and pract ices 
differen t f r om his own.28 
Actually, neither t eacher nor pupil can be blamed fo r not f ully 
comp rehending and utilizing the Indian cultural inhe ritance . Anyone 
26Wilma L. Vic t o r, "Indi an Culture Cont ributions t o American Society," 
(Speech given a t t he annual meeting of t he Na tiona l Socie t y of t he 
Daughters of the Ame rican Re volution in Washington , D.C., April 21, 
1965) , mimeog raphed reprint , p. 8. 
27Miles V. Zintz , Director, Indian Resea rch St udy, Final Report 
Section I, 1957-60, (Co llege of Education, University of New Mexico, 
Alb uquerque, Mimeog raphed report), p. 56 . 
28.!ill.· 
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who has found himself in the educa tional whirl knows that good inten-
tions in studying these matters seldom come to pass when they must com-
pete with what seem to be more pressing and practical problems. Per-
haps administrative policy should place emphasis here for inservice 
training because 
. while the cultural difference has been identified , 
labeled , and given considerable credence, it has not been 
sufficiently explored by educa t ors . Teachers generally have 
not been oriented sufficiently so that they could adequately 
bridge the gap in their own interaction with Indian children.29 
This study and many more on different subjects are needed to sub-
stantiate or repudiate generally held op inions. Boyce emphasizes why 
this study and others like it are important. 
There is need for considerable, organized rese arch in the 
social sciences as applied to Indian educa t ional needs. 
There wi ll be a continuing need for better Indian schoo l s 
and better Indian educational programs, based on continu-
ous research of the highest professional competence for an 
indefinite future period. Perhaps the most '"holesome thing 
that could happen on Indian problems would be a full and 
frank confession of the fact that we don 't have the ans -
wers. We just don't have the essential data on the basic 
human needs of the Indian.30 
As has been pointed out earlier in this paper, t his is an explora-
tory study. A wealth of data has been gathered. This is an area of 
inquiry where one is wise to tread cautiously , but where the stakes are 
high and it is impe rat ive to proceed ! Boyce is in full concurrance on 
this point. 
To get at the core of the Indian problem, we must look 
deeper into the inner man--if not for the caus e, at least 
for the cure . This poses a real difficu lty, for i t is in 
this very realm of human relations --social , psychological, 
cultu ral, and personal--that we know the least. As in the 
29Ibid ., p . 17. 
30Boyce , ££· cit., p. 34. 
case of other sciences, many of the answers cannot be forth-
coming, either as to cause or cure, without considerable 
organized research. The past record yields little on which 
to build with certainty. Rather , Indian history is replete 
with t hings to avoid continuing or repeating. 
At the same time, our national need for productive, 
income-earning, taxpaying c itizens grows critically . In 
this sense i t would appear that Indian education faces an 
urgency comparable to that of the nation as a whole in up-
dating plant, program and methods to the fullest possible.31 
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Actually the curriculum at Intermountain School has always been 
aimed at selecting and using the best of both cultures: the traditional 
Navajo culture and the dominant American culture . This is shown clearly 
in the Intermountain High Schoo l Philosophy , adop te d in 1963 prior to 
accreditation of the high school, which states: 
Ph ilosophy 
Intermountain H1gh School is a Federal school dedi-
cated to the task of educating Navajo youth . 
This school's purpose is to enable each st uden t to 
r ealize his full potential emotional ly, socially , aestheti-
cally , spiritually, physically, intellectually, and voca-
tionally in order that he may become a cont ribut ing member 
of our everchanging democ ratic society . The school aims to 
aid the student in preserving his own cultura l heritage and 
in establishing a new se t of persona l values acceptable to 
himself and t o the society in which he lives. 
The program is designed to respect the worth and dig-
nity of each individual and to provide each with the cur r i -
c ulum suited to his needs, abilities, and aspirations.32 
The Navajo student may well set his goal at not only adjusting to 
the dominant culture and maintaining his Indian status, but at making 
a unique contribution to his nation and the wor ld. 
Victor noted in addressing the Nationa l Soc iety of the Daughters 
of the American Revolution : "It is not an easy task to project the 
3lrbid., p. 32. 
32rntermountain School Catalog (in use during the 1964-65 school 
year), p. 1. 
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that the American Indian has already contributed much and can continue 
to play an important role in building foundations for understanding 
minority peoples around the world ." 33 Perhaps the task of projecting 
and carrying out that idea belongs to the Indian himself! 
Limitations of the problem 
This study has been structured to show indications of a motiva -
tional personali t y trait (adaptability) by applying statistical tests 
to a response tendency (acceptance and rejection of 141 foods by 200 
students of Intermountain School , Brigham City, Utah) and by comparing 
this to a stimulus characteristic (populari t y with his peers) . The 
null hypothesis : "There are no differences in the true proportion of 
acceptance of each [of the 141 foods included in the questionnaire in 
the appendix] food " is to be tested by using the x2 test of significant 
differences. Corol lary hypotheses concerning indications of adaptability 
and comparisons with student popularity are only covered descriptively . 
Background for the study 
Intermountain School. Much could be said about this institution, 
but for the purpose of identifying the setting of the study, a few brief 
quotations from school publications will suffice. 
Intermountain School in Brigham City is a coeducational 
boarding schoo l for Indian students with an enrollment of 
over 2,000. It is operated by the U. S . Depar t ment of the 
Interior. The students are Navajo Indian boys and girls 
whose cultural background and needs are somewhat different 
from mos t public school children. Students come voluntarily 
from the Navajo reservation 600 miles south of Brigham City, 
33vic t or , ££· cit . , p. 2. 
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many from one- room, mud, and log hogans in isolated areas . 34 
A few further comments from the 1965-66 High School Handbook are 
of interest in acquainting the reader with the establishment of Inter-
mountain School. 
It was originally a U.S. Army Hospital built during Hor ld 
War II and was known as Bushnell Hospital. As many as 
6,000 wounded soldiers were hospitalized at one time. 
Shortly after the war, it was closed and remained idle for 
several years. 
In 1949 the United States Gove rnment decided it would 
be a good place to have an Indian School . The first 500 
students arrived in the middle of the winter in January, 
1950. In 1954 , t wen t y-four boys and girls received their 
diplomas and became Intermountain's first g raduating class . 
Since that time our school, with approximately 2,000 
students, has grown to be the largest boarding school for 
Indian children in the world . It has more buildings, a 
larger campus, more students and more teachers than any 
other Indian school . The school plant f.s composed of 203 
buildings of which most are connected by ramps. 
There are 375 staff members employed a t Intermountain 
to help students get an education. These include the Admin-
istrative staff, the Teachers, Guidance , Placement, and 
Maintenance personnel.35 
There are two academic departments: elementary and high school, 
with considerable flexibility in grade placement resulting from the 
unique needs of students. The elementary program is presently ungraded. 
The high school has the four usual grades--freshman , sophomore, junior, 
and senior--though these classifications merely indicate how far from 
graduation or completion of a program the student is. Students are 
abili t y-grouped for some classes according t o standardized test scores. 
Read ing scores range from below 4.0 t o over 13.0 . Most students train 
in a trade. 
The students included in the study . The sample included 200 students 
34Intermountain School, undated mimeographed enclosure: "To Teacher 
Applicants," in use in 1965, p . l. 
35Intermountain High School St udent Handbook, 1965-66, pp. 3- 4. 
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who were in the fifth, eighth, and eleventh grades at Intermountain 
School during the 1962-63 school year. 
The Nava jo: America's largest Indian tribe during a period of 
rapid cultural change. The Navajo Reservation covers roughly 25,000 
square miles in the Four Corners Area where Arizona, New Mexico , Colorado , 
and Utah meet. The greatest area lies in Arizona. The Reservation is 
bounded on the north and west by the San J uan and Little Colorado 
Rivers. 36 
Fifty years ago it looked as i f the American Indian would soon be 
only a memory--a vanished Amer ican. Not the Navajo! They grew from an 
estimated population of 8 , 000 at the time of the Treaty of 1868 to about 
85,000 in 1957. 37 
The latest population estimates available list 86,600 Navajos 
living within the reserva tion and 4,750 adjacent to the reservation.38 
The Navajo tribe has an annual increase of 2 1/2 percent. The growth 
rate of the Navajo is not part of the "baby boom" which swept the 
United States during and after Wor ld War II. It is rather the result 
of improvement of health facili t ies and othe r factors discussed in 
"Population No tes" from Window Rock , Arizona, The Navajo Tribal "Capitol." 
For the past two decades, there has been considerable discussion 
of the so-called "population explosion" in the United States. 
Demographers, social scientists, economists, and many others 
have had a hand in explaining the causes and effects of the 
development - -but few, if any, have a valid explanation. On 
36LeRoy Condie, The Effect of Cultural Differences in the Educa-
tion of Nava jo Indians, Prepared for the Univ. of New Mexico Research 
Study: The Adjustment of Indian and Non-Indian Children in the Public 
Schools of New Mex . , Sept. 1958, pp. 1-3 . 
37Robert W. Young (ed.), The Navajo Yearbook (Washington: Govern-
ment Printing Office, 195 7), p. 28 1. 
38"Population Notes," .QE..· cit. 
the Navajo , it is doubtful that one could find the evidence 
of this "baby boom" for there appears to have been little 
change in the birth rate for some time . This is generally 
true in a popu lation not seriously affected by a dollar 
economy or by wars . However, advances in the broad fields 
of persona l and publ ic health have materially reduced the 
death rate in every age group- -resulting in a marked in-
crease in the Indian life span. This then tends t o increase 
t he popu l a tion at ~ higher rate for Indians than for other 
r acial gr oups. At t he same t ime , the expanding educational 
and employment oppor tunities away from the reservation 
have tended t o slow down the reservation a rea population 
growth r ate . 39 
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There is much tha t could be said abou t the Nava jo as an ethnic 
group-- they are cer t ainly a colo r ful and dis tinct group, but i t is not 
the purpose of this study to dwe ll on the past . The author wo uld par-
ti cularly r ecommend two books by Kluckhohn and Leigh t on , The Navaho 
and Children of the People, 40 to readers interested in exploring the 
sub ject in dep th. 
A few genera l remar ks can se t the stage for today ' s pe r iod of cul-
tu ra l transition. Abou t 1000 A. D. (or earlier or later), the firs t 
Navajos arrived in the American Southwest . Language links the Navajo 
wi t h Athapascan groups: t he Apache groups in Canada and Alaska , and 
a t an ear lie r date, his ancestors may have lived in Asia. After the 
Navajos arrived in the Southwest , con t acts with Pueblo and other Indian 
t ribes and with the Spanish resulted in acquisit ion of sheep , corn, 
weaving, silversmithing, and use of t he horse . 4l Condie sums up the 
Navajo ' s life in the Southwes t pri or to the impact of Western European 
culture: 
39Ibid . 
40Kluckhohn and Leigh t on , £R· cit . ; and Dorothea Leighton and 
Cl yde Kluckhohn, Children of the People (Cambr i dge: Harvard Univ . 
Pr ess, 1948). 
4lcondie, ££· cit . , pp. 6-26 . 
What kind of accommodation pattern would have eventually 
come out of the feudal triangle--the Navajo, Span i sh, and 
Pueblo? The question remains unanswered because a fourth 
figure appeared on the field . This was t he Anglo , who 
was des tined to have more far-reaching effects upon Navajo 
life t han any culture The People had previously encoun-
tered.42 
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Some of the meaningful dates concerning the Navajo and the Federa l 
Governmen t of the Un ited States may be reviewed: in 1848, under the 
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, the U. S . acqui re d a l arge t erritory which 
included Navajoland; in 1852 Fort Defiance , then t he most remote mili -
tary outpost in the United States , was es t ablished in Navajo Country; 
in 1863 Co l . Kit Carson , under orders from Washington , rounded up the 
Navajos in retaliation fo r raiding American settlements and relocated 
them near For t Sumner on the Pecos River . After five unsuccessful 
years of trying to make farmers of t he Navajo , t he Treaty of 1868 was 
drawn up and t he Navajo returned to Navajo l and . Agent Dodd at For t 
Wingate forma lly assumed charge of 7 ,111 Navajo Indians on Novembe r 1, 
1868 . 43 
From 1868 to the early 1930 ' s , Navajo l and was undisturbed by out-
siders . Trade rs , missionaries, employees of t he Bureau of Indian 
Affairs , and occasional trave l ers did pene trate Navajo Coun t ry , but 
they were we l come . 
A St ock Reduction Program undertaken by the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs in 1933 was brought on by increases in sheep , goa ts , and horses 
to the point tha t t he rangeland was deterio r a ting at an a la rming rate. 
The p r ogram was wi de l y misunderstood and resul ted in considerable bitter-
ness . 44 
42Ibid ., p . 27 . 
43Ibid. , pp. 28-32. 
44Iti~ . , pp . 34- 36. 
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During the 1930's, a good many day schools were manned by teachers 
who, during the Great Depression, finding other jobs unavailable, 
brought an increase in quality to the limited educational opportunities 
available to the Navajo. But the Second World War was the turning 
point for the Navajo. From then on, the Navajos themselves have in-
creasingly wanted and demanded greater economic and educational oppor-
tunities. 
It was soon after the end of World War II that the educational 
innovation known as the Special Navajo Program came into being. Boyce, 
one of the formulators, discusses the background for this venture: 
The ideas underlying the Special Navaho Program were 
formulated during World War II. Broad social - economic stu-
dies had established, in considerable detail, the magnitude 
of the Navaho plight--extreme poverty, malnutrition, sickness 
and high mortality. Illiteracy was nearly universal. Lack 
of acculturation to modern living was indescribable. It 
was a VlClous circle. With an estimated 24,000 children of 
school age (6 to 18), no schools were available for nearly 
three-fourths of the Navaho children. The relatively limited 
school capacity was only partially filled and irregularly 
attended, partly due t o lack of roads and to cultural prac-
tices of mobility of the people, as well as mistrust of the 
Government and no great desire or tradition for education 
on the part of the bulk of the Navahos . 
Steps were taken, through community discussions, through 
the launching of a Navaho language newspaper, an adult li-
teracy program in Navaho, presentations to the tribal coun-
cil and in various other ways to help the Navaho people them-
selves become aware of their crucial problems. During the 
war, other developments moved in the same direction . The 
People began to make sacri fices to prevent closing of their 
relatively few schools. Schools and education suddenly 
took on new meaning . Many Navaho adults moved into war 
occupations and became exposed to observations of modern 
living. Young Navaho men traveled the world in performing 
military service, often writing back to urge their people 
to greater support of education, found lacking in their 
off-reservation experiences.45 
Cultural change has proceeded at amazing speed where the Navajo is 
concerned. Paved highways crisscross the reservation where there were 
45Boyce, ££• cit., p. 1 . 
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rutted dir t roads only t wo or six or ten years ago . The tribe has in-
creased in wealth and power and in self determina tion; progress exacts 
its t oll from those who do not or cannot change fast enough. 
Here the story stops because it is here, at the present time, that 
the relevance of this study must be made known: Is the Navajo student, 
now standing in the gale force of the winds of change, sufficiently 
adaptable to meet the cha llenge he faces? 
It was during our American Revolutionary l<ar that Thomas Paine 
wrote, "These are the times that try men 's souls," but those words could 
also apply to our time. 
Earlier in this chapter, Victor was quoted as saying that " ... the 
American Indian has already contributed much a nd can continue to play 
an important role in building foundations for understanding minority 
peoples around the world." 46 
As a model for understanding other minority people, let us note 
that the Navajo is in the vanguard of those societies which are radi-
cally changing their way of life at their own wish . Goode introduces 
us to the world view of rapid social change: 
We are now in the midst of a world revolution. This is a 
unique event: for the first time in world history, a com-
mon set of forces is changing radically the quality of living 
among the three billion people who inhabit this planet . 
The driving force of the radical transformation is 
this: for the first time the peoples of the world have be-
come afflicted with a disturbing wish to change and improve 
their economic position; to become industrialized . 
The still deeper wish, the root and wellspring from 
which the transmuting force comes, is a vision, expectation , 
and demand that freedom of choice be no longer denied. This 
46victor, 12£. cit . 
is the real revolution. . .. People prefer to work for 
wages, since money permits them to make their own purchase 
choices . This revolutionary doctrine claims that a 
man may rise if he wishes.47 
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All this can be said of the Navajo student's goals. It is not an easy 
time in which to live , but the Navajo is in tune with the time s. 
47William J. Goode, The Family as an Elemen t in the World Revo lu-
~. a speech given at the Institute of Life Insurance Annual Meeting 
on Dec. 11, 1962 (sent out in pamphlet form), pp. 10- 11. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Anthropological insights into cultural 
change 
26 
The Navajo student attending Intermountain School has already met 
and dealt with some conflicts between the culture into which he was 
born and hi s prospects for living upon graduation from the school. He 
and his teachers would do well to learn how to better deal with these 
conflicts. Anthropologists ha ve contributed to the layman's understand-
ing of culture by formulating the shared symbolic determinants of 
behavior. The symbolic or cognitive systems presumed to influence cus -
t ernary behavior of the members of any society and the elements (cultu-
ral units, shared habits, or cus toms) which comprise them are: 
1. Technology:techniques; 
2 . Ethnoscience:beliefs; and 
3. Ethics:values. 1 
Furthe r discussion of each of these units will be helpful. 
Techniques. A technique is a recipe for action; it does 
not imp ly moral compunction. A technique should be dis-
tinguished from a skill [which is] on the behavioral rather 
than on the cognitive level. A technique is something that 
is or can be stated in the language of the society in which 
it exists; a deviation from a technique would be recog-
nized immediately . Recognition and definition of tech-
niques and their transmi ssion to the next generation is 
one of the most important aspects of the process of social-
ization.2 
1John W. M. 1./hiting and Beatrice B. Whiting, "Contributions of An-
thropology to the Methods of Studying Child Rearing ," In Paul H. Mussen , 
Handbook of Research Methods in Child Development (New-york: John Wiley 
and Sons, Inc . , 1960) p. 91 8 . 
2Ibid . 
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Since techniques do not involve the issue of "goodness or badness," 
it follows they are a unit which can be readily accepted and adopted 
from another culture. 
Beliefs. Belief, the second major type of custom, may be 
~as a s tatement of the relationship between events . 
[For example] greenheaded flies bite, the east wind brings 
rain, sinners will suffer in hell. . .. Whe ther or not 
they are true is irrelevant. This set of beliefs is the 
second major aspect of the culture that must be transmi tted 
t o the children of the new generation. 
Values. A value may be defined as a statement that attri-
butes goodness or badness to any event . Al l of the values 
held by the members of a given society . . . comprise the 
ethical system of that culture . Transmission of values to 
children is generally held to be one of the most important 
duties of a parent and the one most diffi cult to accompl ish. 3 
It is generally believed that techniques, since their results are 
obvious, may be readily abandoned if found unsuccessful, but beliefs and 
values which are further removed from objective fact and are of t en un-
verbalized are more persistent and resist change . To sum up: 11 Culture 
thus provides a cognitive map or blueprint, which governs the action of 
the members of every society, and the transmission of the blueprint [to 
the] child [is necessary if he is] t o be an adu lt who can operate effec-
tively in his society." 4 
Goode may be cited , though the analogy is not exactly parallel , 
to show that people are sometimes misled by be lieving that te chniques 
are the bulwark of a culture and they, therefore, fail in attemp ts at 
change which seemed deceptively simple. 
3Ibid. 
4rbid. 
Indeed, as a sociologist, I would point out the tragic 
irony of the undeveloped nations has been that their lea-
ders believe our secret lies in our machines and money, 
whereas in fact, it is in our social institutions. It is 
easy to see the machines; the institutions are more subtle, 
and are difficult to observe and to copy . They believe 
that if they can have the machines, t hey can achieve the 
freedom they seek without additional guidance or knowledge. 
Unfortunately, very likely the facts are exactly opposite. 
It was the ideas and the social system of the West , and 
more particul~rly of the Puritans, that made possible our 
great wealth. 
Implications of the "Marginal Man Concept 11 for 
acculturation and adaptability of Navajo 
students 
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Lorimer provides a good introduction to the topic of marginality. 
Some authorities indicate that it is normal and good for change to take 
place over a period of several generations; some express the opinion 
that making the change quickly lessens the stress . 
A different problem is presented by "marginal" groups who 
find themselves torn between two cultural worlds. These 
part-Indians constitute a majority of the human beings whose 
lives are shaped by the influence of Indian heritage and 
repercussions of European civilization on this heritage. 
To insist on extending special patronage to them, in order 
to expiate the guilt of our conquering forebearers, may in 
some cases, merely result in further injury. We must learn 
to meet the real needs of these groups without either con-
ventional insistence that they be modern Americans or a 
romantic insistence that they be authentic Indians.6 
Moore defines a marginal group as one 11 in which there has been con-
siderable mixture of different cultures, so that attitudes and values 
and resultant behavior patterns are characteristic of neither; the group 
5william J. Goode, The Family as an Element in the World Revolution, 
a speech given at the Institute of Life Insurance annual meeting on Dec. 
11, 1962 (sent out in pamphlet fonn), p . 12. 
6Frank Lorimer, 11 0bservations on the Trend of Indian Population 
in the United Sta tes," In Oliver LaFarge (ed.), The Changing Indian 
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1942), p . 17. 
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occupying a sort of social no-man's land." 7 Moore continues: "Most 
marginal persons are marginal to two or more groups, as is true of par-
tially assimilated immigrants." 8 Antonovsky has analyzed the factors 
(a shortened list is included here) present in producing marginality. 
1. Two cultures, or sub-cultures, are in lasting contact . 
2. One is dominant in terms of power and reward potential. 
Of the two, this is the non-margina l culture. Its mem-
bers are not particularly attracted to, or influenced by, 
the marginal culture . 
3. The boundaries between the two are sufficiently permea-
ble for the members of the marginal culture to internalize 
the patterns of the dominant culture as well as their own. 
4. The patterns of values between the divergent cultures 
cannot, in their entirety, be easily harmonized. 
5. Having acquired some of the goals of the dominant cul-
ture, members of the marginal group are pulled by the 
promise of greater rewards offered . 
6. The barriers between the two tend to be hardened by dis-
crimination from the one side, and by pressure against 
"betrayal 11 from the other side. 
7. Marginality acquires particular intensity when the clash 
persists through more than one generation.9 
Actually, the Navajo must acculturate in this day and age if he is 
to survive economically. It has become impossible to continue living 
in isolation and furthermore, many Navajos have 11 become afflicted with 
a wish to change,rrlO as Goode has said. There remain those who reject 
7Harry Estill Moore (ed.), Dictionary of Sociology , Henry Pratt 
Fairchild, (Ames, Iowa: Littlefield, Adams, and Co. , 1957), p. 134, as 
quoted in Miles V. Zintz, Director, Indian Research Study, Final Report, 
Section I, 1957-60, (College of Education, Univ. of New Mexico, Albuquer-
que, mimeographed report), p. 69. 
8Ibid. 
9Aaron Antonovsky, "Toward a Refinement of the Margina l Man Concept," 
Social Forces, 35 (October , 1956), 57-62 , p. 57, as quoted in Zintz, 1££. 
cit., p. 70. 
lOGoode, The Family as an Element in the World Revolution, 1££· cit., 
p. 10. 
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the dominant culture either because they have had bad experiences with 
it or because they prefer the "old ways." 
Zintz discusses four levels of acculturation which can be observed. 
Within each group one finds a few who are entirely bi-
cul tural and who live equally as acceptably in one culture 
as another; there are a few who have rejected their tradi-
tional culture and who attempt t o live entirely as having 
accepted all Anglo values; there are those in transition who 
attempt t o live confidently in the traditional culture but 
who are accepting many of the artifacts and the need for the 
money economy of the dominant culture; and there are those who 
continue to reject the intruding Anglo culture and retain the 
"old ways . "11 
Spindler and Spindler report an example of successful adapta tion on 
the part of Menominee Indians wh ich has a bearing on this study. 
The Spindlers did a study ... of Menominee Indians with 
four distinct levels of accul turation . . .. The Menominee 
situation provided a group of Indians who had attained occu-
pational and status positions equivalent t o those of high 
status in the nearby white towns. This was due t o the pre-
sence of a Menominee-owned and managed lumber industry . The 
modal psychological structure exhibited by a sample of the 
men in this el ite group departed dramatically from that ex-
hibited in native-oriented and culturally transitional levels. 
It constitutes a psychological transformation, a reformula-
tion of personality in successful adaptation to the demands 
of status achievement, punctuality, and the linkage of work 
and success appropriate to the middle-class American value 
system . This suggests that significant changes do occur 
when the barriers to achievemen t on the whi te man ' s terms 
are broken down , and the new adaptation thereby becomes re-
warding rather than punitive .l2 
In Chapter I, page 3 , the author referred to Mead's discuss i on of 
the contributions of Ruth Benedict, "as her knowledge of different 
llzintz , 12£. cit., p. 60. 
12ceorge D. Spindler , and Louise S . Spindler, "American Indian 
Personality Types and their Socio- cu ltura l Roo ts," The Annals of the 
American Academy of Political and Social Sciences , 311 (May, 1957). 
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culturesgrew , so her initial sense that the indiv idual was the c reature 
of c ulture changed to a detailed considera tion of where and in wha t 
ways men coul d shape their culture close r t o their highe s t vi sion ."13 
In the United States, the path to full acculturation is con-
f using and frustrating , and an ultimate ce iling is still 
fi rmly clamped down by our persis ting Ang lo-America "racial" 
attitudes . Instead of proceeding generation by generation 
along a continuum to full accul turation , it is as if an Ameri-
can-Indian group mus t at some point l eap across a spark gap 
t o achieve a fully integrated position in whi te American 
socie t y .l4 
Vogt seems to deplore the need for Indians t o "leap the gap," but 
this is an individual' s pre r ogative in shaping his own destiny. The 
literature seems to indicate that in these times of change the Navajo 
s tudent has the choice of l eaping the gap or becoming a "Ma r ginal Man" 
but an In termountain School studen t seemed to believe that a bridge 
spanned the gap and that it was on ly necessa r y to walk firmly on that 
bridge t o ei the r side: 
Yeste rday our life was a joyful one ; 
We t oi led happily among nature-created monoliths . 
Tomorrow we must bundle our possessions 
And go toward the sounds emerging from a land afar. 
My dream says thi s s ound is coming 
From the monolithi c cities . 
Today we go to school and gain knowledge. 
Thi s knowle dge is t he bridge wh i ch joins t he past and the 
f uture.l5 
--Samuel Walker, 
Class of 196 4 
13Margaret Mead , In a new preface t o Ru th Benedict, Patterns of Cul -
ture (New York : Mentor Books, 1959) , p . v . 
14Evo n Z. Vogt, "The Acculturation of American Indians," The Annals 
of the Amer ican Academy of Poli tical and Social Sciences, 311 (May , 1957) 
p . 145 . 
15samuel Walker, untitled poem on the end sheet of The Sandpainter, 
Intermountain School Annual , 1964. 
CHAPTER III 
MET HODS AND PROCEDURE OF OBTAINI NG AND 
EVALUATING THE DATA 
Framework for the study 
This study provides a structural fr amework fo r appraising the 
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personality characteristics of Navaj o students. It does so by divid-
ing personality traits into three ca tegories and by selecting a speci-
fie example of each for observation and study. These are: 
1 . Response tendencies . Thes e are represented by acceptance or 
rejection of 141 foods by Navajo students at Intermountain School during 
t he schoo l year of 1962-63 . 
This is the only index of adaptability being statistically analyzed 
in this thesis. 
The data on acceptance and rejection of foods are further broken 
dJwn to indica te differences between response tendencies of Navajo stu-
den ts in the f ifth, eighth, and eleventh grades . 
2 . Motives . Adaptability has been isolated as a necessary trait 
f)r Navajo students t o possess dur ing a time of rapid cultural change. 
I : is included here in order t o show how food acceptance and rejection 
r1tes give one indication of the degree to which t he trait of adapta-
bl lity exists among Navajo students. 
3 . Stimu lus character istics . Pop ularity wi th his peers has been 
s•lected by the author as a fruitful area for study. Al though many 
s :udies and numerous articles exis t on the accep tance of Navajos by mem-
b~r s or groups of the dominant American culture, the author is not aware 
o' any which deal with this factor on the part of fellow Navajos. Because 
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this is unplowed ground, the author would caution against assuming too 
much from the limited data included in this study--in the form of scat-
ter diagrams. 
The chief value the author sees in including items two and three 
is tha t they do merit further attention. 
The author 's justification for selecting this framework may be sub-
stantiated by citing Bronfenbrenner and Ricciuti: 
The conceptual framework we have employed for the analysis 
and classification of personality characteristics is by no 
means new; rather it is a synthesis gleaned from a variety 
of sources. the term "personality charac teristic" is 
used t o refer t o a wide range of properties of a person . 
These diverse uses have one feature in common ; underlying 
all is some kind of dispositional construct . .. more pre-
cisely, a personality characteristic implies a tendency to 
ward behavior associated with a particular person under a 
given se t of conditions. Most common ly, this behavioral 
tendency refers to a disposition to act on the part of S, 
the person himself.l 
The above statement applies particularly to the f irst two types of 
personality traits. Bronfenbrenner and Ricciuti note a third type of 
personality characteristic--the tendency to evoke responses in others . 
"We also wish to consider as a personality characteris ti c any tendency 
of S to evoke a particular response in others under a given set of con-
ditions." 2 
A fur ther c larification of each type of personality trait is help-
ful since this study, and others which may result from it, is based on 
t he premise that this structure will permit a very thorough classifica-
t ion of the personality characteris tics of Navajo students . 
lBronfenbrenner and Ricciuti ,~· cit. , p. 771. 
Res ponse tendenc ies. 
Here it is t he specific behavior elic ited that is rel atively 
invarian t. Every time the response tendenc y is activated, 
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the person tends to do exactly the same thing . There is no 
modification of respons e in orde r t o achieve a particular goal 
or end-state. . . . The crucial c riterion for a response ten-
dency , then, is not whether the behavior is adaptive or non-
adaptive (it may be either) , but whether the parti cul a r be-
havior evoked tends to be t he same under simi lar stimulus con -
ditions.3 
The author places student acceptance or rejec tion of specific foods 
in the category of a response tendency . The present study is limited in 
scope t o proving by the application of statistical te sts that grea t er 
student acceptance of foods of various types exists than can possibly 
be attributed to chance. This study includes a de t ailed listing of 
foods individually and by groups, and , by using each of the 5th , 8th, 
and 11th grades as independent variables , aims t o identify trends to -
ward change at different levels of ma tur ity. 
Motives. The second t ype of personality charac teristic to be con -
sidered would include adaptability. In this respect, this paper can 
serve only as a beginning study. Citing Bronfenbrenner and Ricciuti, 
With mot i ves , it is th e goal or end-state t ha t is invariant 
rather t han a specifi c mode of response ; the person may 
resort to a variety of actions to achieve the goal . 
In the case of motives, then, the specific behavior 
manifested constitutes an instrumental act tha t may vary 
markedly from one situati on to the next. A mo tive , there-
fore , cannot be inferred from a single piece of behavior, 
since both response tendenc ies and mo tives may lead to the 
same specific ac t . . .. When we begin to look at specific 
techniques , the readiness to assume motives whe re only re-
sponse tendencies are actually present is part icularly 
common . 4 
Stimulus characteristi cs _ Not all authori ties agree on this char -
acteristic because it deals not with the s ubject ' s ac tions , but with 
3rbid. , PP · 771- 772 . 
4rbid ., p. 772 . 
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his attributes which stimulate others to act . Bronfenbrenner and 
Ricciuti are rather insistent that stimulus charact eristics be retained 
as a type of personality trait . 
We nevertheless wish t o retain the concept of stimulus char-
acteristics in our analysis for three reasons. First, a 
number of widely used techniques of personality assessment 
measure primarily not attributes of S but the effect of these 
attributes on others (for example, sociometric indices of 
acceptability). Second, there is a theoretical argument: 
Much of human behavior, being social in character, implies 
reciprocal expectation and response . When, for example, we 
describe a child as influential or irritating, we are refer-
ring, not merely to characteristics of S, but also to the 
response that S is likely to evoke from others . The princi-
pal basis for wishing t o maintain the distinction, however, 
is methodological, since the failure to differentiate between 
S's own behavioral tendencies and the responses that he eli-
cits from others can contribute to ambiguity and error in 
prese~t-?ay procedures for the appraisal of personality char- .. 
acter1st1cs.S 
Popularity is the stimulus characteristic being appraised in this 
study. This study identifies two facets of popularity: the strength 
of social response of his peers to him personally; and the value placed 
on his friendship by his peers. (Note tables A-F, pp . 39- 44; question-
naires in the Appendix.) 
The appraisal of popular i ty with his peers on the part of the 
Navajo student is included in this thesis only in an exploratory state . 
The data are included descriptive l y and in scatter diagrams . No attempt 
is made to analyze or evaluate these data statistically. 
Gathering the data 
Most of the data was gathered from two questionnaires given to 
5th, 8th, and 11th grade students during the 1962-63 school year . These 
Srbid . 
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c lasses were chosen because the 5th grade included students ear l y in 
their boarding schoo l experience (m inimum age for Intermountain School 
students is 12 because Brigham Ci t y is loca t ed app r ox imately 600 miles 
from t he reservation--too far away fo r the young child to visi t home 
and parents). The 8th grade rs were about mid- way through their school-
ing, and the llth graders were almos t finished. Also, these groups 
represented the three regul ar academic depa rtments: elementary; j unior 
high; and senior high. 
The department head of the elementary department6 se l ected one high, 
one middle , and one l ow c l ass group t o rep re sent the abili t y spread for 
fifth grade . A t otal of 95 f tfth-grade r s f illed out ques t ionnaires . 
Eigh t een of the fifth-g rade participants we re rejected because items 
were left unanswered or because they were absent when one of the two 
questionnaires was given. Sev en t y-seven fif th graders are , therefore, 
included in the study . 
The depar t men t head of t he junior high department selec t ed one high, 
one med i um, and one l ow group in the eighth g rade. A t o t al of 79 eighth 
graders par ti cipated. Eight were rejec t ed due t o absence or fail ure t o 
comple te all items on the questionnaires. Seventy- one eigh th graders 
are included in the study . 
The e l eventh grade cl ass was quite smal l that year. Intermountain 
Hi gh School received accred ita tion by the Northwes tern Association of 
Secondary and Highe r Schools during the 1962- 63 schoo l year. The back-
log of non-English speaking over-age youth who had utili zed t he terminal 
6No te: During t he 1962-63 schoo l year , t he re we re four academic 
departments at Intermountain Schoo l: three on the 6- 3- 3 school organi-
za tion plan plus a special depar tment for over- age students at elemen-
tary achievement levels . The 8- 4 plan was adopt ed for the 1964- 65 school 
year and continues i n pract ice . 
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five, six, and eight-year Spe•·ial Navajo Programs were just beginning 
to be replaced by student s with more extensive academic training as a 
res ult of massive emergency educational efforts launched by Congress and 
the Bureau of Indian Affairs during the mid-fifties . 7 The entire el eventh 
grade group of 56 filled out the ques ti onnaires . Four participants were 
absent for one of the two questionnaires and were, therefore, rejected. 
Fifty-two eleventh graders are included i n the study. 
The study invo lved the filling out of two quest ionnaires. B All 
student participants at one grade level came with their academic tea-
chers to the Employees Recreat1on Building (Building 81) on the Inte r -
mountain School campus on October 12 , 1962. The author administered 
and collected the first que st ionnaire . One hour was allowed for each 
group to complete the questionnaire. The second questionna ire was 
administered by the individual t eache rs in their academic classrooms 
during February, 1963. The total gro up, less rejec ts, included 200 
Navajo students. A check of questionnai res and the student ros ter indi-
cated that students repres enting all areas of the Navajo Reservation 
were included. The Intermountain Schoo l student roster was also utilized 
for checking some response s where objectivity was required . The student 
folders in the registrar's office we re checked to f ind reading scores 
which were studied to be sure thAt a range in ability existed for each 
group. 
7cleo K. Sumter. "An Historica l Study of the Spec ial Program for 
Navajos at Intermountain School" ( unpublished Maste r's thesis, Sta te 
University of Kansas , 1960), pp. 6-61. 
Bsee the appendix for samples of the ques tionnaires. 
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Limiting the data 
The three personality characteristics: food preferences (response 
tendency), adaptability (a motivational personality trait), and popular-
ity (a stimulus characteristi c) were selected for the frame of reference 
to be used in evaluating the data for this study. 
Food preferences were then selected to be studied in depth. Chap-
ter IV will present the data and statistical analysis of it . Acceptance 
of a wide variety of t he 141 foods to be rated will be conside red as 
~ indication of adaptabili ty on the part of Navajo students. 
The author originally intended t o prepare a regression analysis 
comparing popularity with fo od preferences. As a preliminary measure, 
scatter diagrams were made us ing t <-'o factors of popularity : (1) the num-
ber of students rating the participant (each student cou ld rate fo ur 
students, but many did not write down the negative choices; and (2) mea n 
sociometric score (each participant was given a score of "4" for "who 
would be your first choice as a friend?" , a score of "3' 1 for "who would 
be your second choice as a friend ?", a score of "l" for "who wou l d you 
definitely not want to be your friend?" , and a score of "2" for "who 
would you next least want for a frie nd ?" These scores were then added 
and the total was divided by the total number of students rating him. ) 
Students received as many as 11 ratings and the f ull possibl e range of 
mean sociometric scores--from l-4. No student rejected mo re than 60 
of t he 14 1 foods , so--since it involved working with smaller numbers --
these two factors were compared with the number of foods rejected. The 
sca tter diagrams fo llow. Tables A, B, and C compa re strength of social 
response with the number of foods rejected; tables D, E, and F compare 
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J two students with the same number of persons rating them and the 
same number of foods reje c ted. 
)(three students with the s ame rating and food rejec t ion. 
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Tab le B. Strength of social response compared to food rejection, 
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Table D. Mean sociometric score compared to food re jec tion, 5th grade 
(77 students) 
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Table E. Mean sociometric score compared to food r ejec t ion , 8th grade 
(71 s t uden t s} 
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Tab l e F . Mean soc i ome t ric score compared to food r eject i on , 11 t h grade 
(52 s t uden t s) 
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Since the preliminary plotting of scatter diagrams indicated no 
apparent pattern or relationship, further tests on t his material were 
abandoned. The sca tter diagrams are included here as substantiation 
that a one-to-one direct relationship does not exist. 
Procedures used in analyzing t he data 
The statistica l evaluation of t he data collec ted in this survey 
for this study will be considered in two respects. First, there will 
be an arrangement where a degree of food accep tance is considered. An 
outright acceptance of "fair," "very good , " or "favorite" will comprise 
the "acceptance classification; all othe rs ("don 't like" or "don 't know") 
will be considered as "rejection. " Thes e two classifications will fo rm 
a 2 x t con tingency table where x2 t es t is used to test the null hypo-
thesis. 
The null hypothes is for this study is: There are no differences 
in the true proportions of acceptance of each food. 
Cochran and Cox discuss: 
Statistical Analysis with Data Arranged in Two Classes. In 
many comple te ly randomized experiments , the data are not 
measured on a continuous scale, bu t are merely classified 
into t wo classes, e.g., 11 SUccess 11 or 11 failure" [ 11 acceptance" or 
11 rejection11 in this study]. In this even t the statistical 
analysis is carried out bythe standard x2 tests for a 2 x t 
contingency table,9 
This will be evaluated more expedi tiously by the Brandt and Snedecor 
equivalent formula, which is 
L AiPi - p L (Ail 
p q 
9wi lliarn G. Co chran and Gert rud e M. Cox , Experimental Design, 2nd 
ed. (New York: John Wi ley and Sons, 1950 , 1957), p. 103. 
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where Ai is the number of people r ejec ting the i th food; Pi is the 
proportion of people reject ing t he i th food selection; p is the over-
all proportion of people rejecting t he food in all i categories; and 
q is 1 - p. 
Method of estimation 
No basic assumptions can be put forth about the underlying distri-
bution for this problem . The approach is one in which the minimum assump-
tions are made. In this re spect , the s ampl e survey size cannot be 
strictly based upon a refinement of a previous study whereby an approach 
to a more precise measure of the di stribution functional parameters is 
desired. Therefore, it is necessary t o borrow from Cochran: 
The preference in sample survey theory has been to make 
limited assumptions about this frequency distribution 
(that it is very skew or rather symmetrical) and to leave 
its specific functional form out of the discussion. This 
attitude is a reasonable one for handling surveys in which 
the type of distribution may change from one item to another 
and we do not wish t o stop and examine all of them before 
deciding how t o make each estima te.lO 
lOwilliam G. Cochran, Sampling Technigues, 2nd ed . (New York and 
London: John Wiley and Sons, 1953, 1963) , p. 154. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYS IS OF THE DATA 
Introduction to the tables 
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First, the findings of the survey are reported in tables which 
list food acceptance and rejec tion for each food item by food groups 
according to grade level . The total food acceptance and rejection 
for each food item is then obtained. Then the gross data tabulations 
are analyzed to determine the proportion of foods (Ai in the tables) 
to determine if there are an y differences in the food rejection within 
each category. The hypothesi s tes t ed i n each cas e is: "There are no 
differences in the true proportion of foods rejected in the group." 
Food rejection will be evaluated by the Brandt and Snedecor equiva-
lent f ormula which is: 
I AiPi - p L (Ai) 
xz = --------
P q 
d. f . one less degree of freedom than the total number in each 
sample 
R = l /200 = .005 
Normally, a 2 x 
Since this makes the 
contingency table would be placed horizontally. 
ths (food items) difficult to read, the tables 
have been prepared vertically for greater clarity and to prevent unneces-
sary coding. 
Presentation of the tables 
Acceptance includes "fair, 11 "very good, 11 or "favorite," as checked 
on the questionnaire (see appendix); rejection includes "don't like" and 
11 don' t know." 
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Set I, Table lA: Beverages, lis ting of student acceptance and rejec-
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Set I, Table lB. Beverages, x2 test of significance for total rejec-
tion of 11 beverages 
Food items 
1 . Cocoa 
2. Coffee 
3. Cola drink 
4. Malt 
5. Milk 
6 . Milk shake 
7. Orange juice 
8. Root beer 
9. Soda pop 
10. Tea 
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23.2 The calculated x2 is greater than the tabulated 
x2 at the 1% level. Therefore, the null hypo-
thesis is rejec ted. 
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Set I, Table 2A . Breads, listing of student acceptance and rejection 
of 13 breads by s tudent s in t he 5th, 8th, and 11th 
grades and totals 
1* 2* 
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I " ..... "0 "' "' .... 0 QJ I "' 0 0 .., 0 "' :i~ I "" "' Ill u H :.0 
+ 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 
I 
+ 0 I + 0 I 5th 74 3 68 9 69 8 75 2 22 55 62 15 
(77) I 8t h 71 0 I 67 4 61 10 70 1 50 21 62 9 (71) I 11th 51 1 51 1 45 7 52 0 52 2 41 11 
(52) 
OTAL 196 4 186 14 175 25 197 3 122 78 165 35 
(200) 
*8 i t ems out of 13 breads receive more than 90% acceptance. 
15 items out of 13 breads receive mo re than 50% acceptance but less 
than 90% accep tance . 
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Set I, Table 2B. Breads, x2 test of significance for total rejection 
of 13 breads 
Food items Total Ai pi AiPi 
l. Bakery bread 200 8 .040 . 320 
2. Biscuits 12 .060 .720 
3. Buns ll .055 .605 
4. Corn bread 66 . 330 21.780 
5. Doughnuts 8 . 040 . 320 
6. Fry bread .015 .045 
7 . Tor tillas 35 .175 6.125 
8 . Pancakes 4 .020 .080 
9. Rolls 14 .070 .980 
10. Soda crackers 25 .125 3.125 
11. Toast 3 . 015 .045 
12 . Waffles 78 . 390 30.420 
13. Whole wheat bread 
__£ .1 75 ~ 





pl P2 = 
302 







(p) (q) .102659 
346.906 
d.f. 12 
28.3 The calcula ted x2 is greater than the tabulated 
x2 at the 1% level. Therefore, the null hypo-
thesis is rejected. 
52 
Set I, Table 3A. Cereals, listing of student acceptance and rejection 
of 8 cereals bv 5th 8th and 11th grades and totals* 











"' "0 (1) J:: ...c 
........ )...,j )...,j fl.) 
0 ~ 3 1l 
+ 0 + Oi 
69 8 52 25 1 
64 7 52 19 
45 7 35 17 
178 22 139 61 
+ 0 1 + 0 + 0 
53 24 1 52 25 44 33 
44 27 55 16 56 15 
27 25 37 15 j 44 8 
124 76 1144 56 1144 56 
...< 










1 51 26 
55 16 







*All 8 cereals rece>ve more than 50% acceptance but less than 90% 
acceptance. 
Set I, Table 3B. Cereals, x2 test of significance for total rejection 
of 8 cereals 
Food items Total 
1. Cold cereal 









p = 1600 = .26375 
q = 0 73625 
x2 = 122.480 - 111.302 
.194186 
d.f. = 7 
Ai pi 




56 . 280 
39 .195 
71 . 355 
41 .205 
ill 
11.178 -57 564 









8 . 405 
122.480 
. 194186 
X~Ol;7 18.5 The calculated x2 is greater than the tabulated 
x2 at the 1% level. Therefore, the null hypo-
thesis is rejected. 
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of 19 fruits bv 5th 8th and 11th Qrades and totals 



















"' + u 
77 0 
I 
+ u . 
69 8 
"' QJ 
.... I ~ i 
+ U I 











11 o I 71 o 69 









192 8 I 190 10 
3 ; 43 9 









"' "' "' 
00 QJ ..... u 
" 
Q) 5 QJ Q) " "' "' "' .5 s u " ..... QJ QJ .... 0 "' ... "' 
"" "" "" "" "" " "" "' ! 
:I + 0 + 0 I + + 0 + 0 + 0 + 77 :I 76 1 I 76 69 8 59 18 54 23 ! 70 71 70 1 1 69 2 ' 69 2 57 14 58 l3 1 65 ! I i 
51 1 so 2 50 2 45 7 i 40 12 39 13 49 
I 
QJ u ,. ..... 
"' " ...... 
"'""' + u 
71 6 
+ u I + u I 
75 2 76 1 i 
71 0 67 41 
so 21 
186 14 I 197 3 / 193 1 ! 
65 6 
51 1 so 
171 ' 
18* 1 19* ! I 
I 
I ~ I § I .... "' I 
QJ 
QJ s I ..... :> ..... ! ... ,. ... "' ... QJ 
"' ... ... ... u I 
"' QJ U QJ I 
"' "'-" "'-" • 3 
o I + o l I + 0 + 0 r 11 1 7 ! 66 77 0 77 0 ; I ! 
6 61 10 I 68 3 ' 71 o : 
7 1 51 3 43 1 I 9 1 45 
51 183 
I 
16 1170 10 )199 
i 
199 1 196 4 195 17 r 56 44 , 151 49 1184 30 190 1 i I 
I 
i i I 
*15 items out of 19 fruits receive mo re than 90% acceptance . 
/4 items out of 19 fruits receive more t han 50% but less than 90% 
acceptance . 
54 
Set I, Table 4B. Fruits, x2 tes t of significance for t otal rejection 
of 19 fruit 
Food i t ems Tota l Ai Pi A/i 
1. Apples 200 1 . 005 . 005 
2 . Apricots 7 . 035 . 245 
3. Bananas 1 . 005 . 005 
4 . Can t eloupe 8 . 040 . 320 
5. Cherries 10 . 050 . 500 
6 . Cranberries 27 . 135 3.645 
7. Gr apefruit 14 .070 . 980 
8 . Grapes 3 .015 . 045 
9 . Or anges 7 . 035 . 245 
10 . Peaches 1 . 005 .005 
11. Pears 4 . 020 .080 
12. Pineapple 5 . 025 . 125 
13 . Pl ums 17 . 085 1. 445 
14. Pomegrana te s 44 . 220 9.680 
15 . Prunes 49 . 245 12.005 
16 . Raisins 16 . 080 1. 280 
17 . Raspberries 50 . 150 4 . 500 
18 . Strawbe rries 10 . 050 .500 
19 . Wa t ermelon _ 1 . 005 ___,QQi 
TOTAL 3800 255 55 . 615 
- 255 
p = 3800 = . 067105 .062602 
q = . 932895 
x2 = 35 . 615 - 17. 112 18 . 503 295 . 566 
.062 602 = .062602 = 
d.f. = 18 
2 
X .01; 18 34 . 8 The calculat ed x
2 is gr ea t e r t han t he t abu l a t ed 
x2 a t the 1% l eve l . The re fo r e, the null 
hypo t hesis i s rejected. 
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Set I, Table SA . Meats and main dishes, listing of student accep-
t ance and rejection of 34 meats and main dishes 
bv 5th 8th and 11th eraders and t ot als 
! 1* 2* I 3* I 41 I 
sl : 6* 7* 8* 91 
Food ! 
.., 
I "' I " "' "' 0 Q) items: : "' 0 i "" I " " u " 
" 




" "" ! ..... "-"' "' -"' -"' ""-"' 
.... Q) 
0 0 I .... 
·s 2 ~ ~ Q) u u Q)"' ..... " p.. u ..... I Q) ' Q) .... •.-I ..... Q) . ... ... 0 
"' 
0 Q) ~ ~ ~ ~ .c .c .c ... .., .c "' .c 
"' "' I "' i u u U"-<<Jl u u u 
+ 0 + 0 + 0 · + Q l + o : + o l + 0 1 + 0 + 0 
3 : 21 , I 4 / 67 10 I 28 49 5th 72 5 74 66 11 56 67 10 1 73 4 , 73 I i (77) 
' ' 
I i I 
8th I 70 1 68 31 67 4 52 9 1 66 5 69 
:I 71 0 \ 68 3 : 45 26 1(71) I I I ~lth 48 4 48 4 , 49 3 52 Q ; 44 8 50 49 3 51 1 • 37 15 52) I ! 
OTAL ' 190 10 , 190 101182 18 170 30 177 23 192 8 193 7 186 14 110 90 
l Ot 11* 121 13 1 14* 15* 16* 17* i 18t 
"' I Food ... p.. Q) 
"' 
0 I items: "' "" "" 








.., ~ .0 .0 Q) 
"' "" "' 
... 
"' 
e ! ~ 
.., e ~ 
... 













+ 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + Q. + 0 + 0 + 0 ! + 0 5th 29 48 76 1 55 22 67 10 : 69 
:I 76 l 76 1 61 16 i 38 39 ( 77) oi I 8th 21 50 71 0 54 17 64 7 70 71 71 0 69 2 32 39 (71) I 
I 11th 20 32 50 2 1 43 9 46 6 46 6 · 52 0 · 50 2 51 l 19 33 (52) 
31152 
I 








Set I Table SA continued. 
19* ' 20* I 2lv' 
I 




I -"' Food ... 
"' I ... p. '"' 
"' "' "' 
0 0 I I I 





i i ..-< I 0 '"' u " ..c ·~ Q) 
"' 
... 0 ... 
I 









, 0 I ·..< 0 " 0 ,_, ;:;: z 0 
"' "' "' e "' l + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 5th 74 3 64 13 77 0 25 52 75 2 23 54 59 18 60 17 
(77) 
8 t h 70 1 71 0 71 0 17 54 70 1 42 29 68 3 68 3 
(71) 
11th 49 3 I 45 7 21 31 16 36 50 2 41 11 50 2 49 3 (52) 
TOTAL 193 7 1180 20 169 31 58 142 195 5 106 94 177 23 177 23 (200) 




I items: '"' "' " p. Q) Q) , "' 0 e --"-"' ..-< ... Q) " e ·..< ... "' "' " "' -"' " ..-< '"' 0 Q) e 0 " " .~ "' ..c I e .., "' '"' " I " I "' "' "' "' !-< ,.. !-< !-< :> ! ~ I + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + + 5th I 48 29 35 42 54 23 54 23 38 39 64 31 76 74 (77) I 
8th I 41 30 21 50 57 14 67 4 37 34 46 25 70 l l 69 
(71) 
11th 33 19 27 25 49 3 47 5 30 22 35 17 49 3 44 
(52) 
TOTAL 122 78 83 117 160 40 168 32 105 95 127 73 195 5 187 
(200) 
. 
*16 1tems ou t of 34 mea ts and ma1n dishes rece1ved 90% or more 
acceptance. 
v'l4 items out of 34 mea t s and main dishes received more than 50% 
acceptance but less t han 90% acceptance. 















Set I, Table SB. Meats and main dishes, x2 test of significance for 




3. Beef roast 




7. Chicken fried 
steak 
8. Chili con carne 







16. Hot dogs 
17. Lamb chops 
18. Liver 
19. Lunchmeat 
20. Meat loaf 
21. Navajo stew 
22. Oysters 
23. Pork chops 
24 . Pizza 
25. Roast mutton 
26. Roast pork 
27. Salmon 
28 . Shrimp 
29. Smothered steak 




34. Vienna sausage 




p = 6800 = .200147 
q = .799853 

















































































































x .ol;33 = 54.8 The calculated x2 is greater than the tabulated 
x2 at the 1% level. Therefore, the null hypo-
thesis is rejected. 
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Set I, Table 6A. Spreads, listing of student acceptance and rejection 
of so reads bv 5th 8th and 11th _graders and totals 
11 I 2* 3* I 4* 51 61 7* 8* 
I i Food QJ QJ 
"' items: "0 .... .c 
'" '" 
u I H I ...< " '-' H .... "0 QJ , I , '" " ;;l QJ :>"' .... QJ I ...< ~ 0 " .... "0 QJ .... 
" 




l ! ~ I I + 0 + 0 + + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 i + 5th (77) 64 13 I 72 5 72 73 4 ! 51 26 59 18 74 3 75 
8th ( 71) I 69 2 69 2 70 1 69 2 1 33 38 44 22 71 0 71 
11th (52) I 44 8 45 7 38 14 . 45 7 I 20 32 41 11 49 3 51 TOTAL (200) ! 117 23 186 14 180 20 I 187 13 104 96 149 51 194 6 197 I 
*5 ~terns out of 8 spreads recelved 90% or more acceptance 
/3 items out of 8 spreads received more than 50% acceptance but 






Set I, Table 6B. Spreads , x2 test of significance for total rejection 









Food items Total Ai pi AiPi 
Butter 200 23 .115 2.645 
Honey 14 .070 .980 
Jam 20 .100 2.000 
Jelly 13 .065 .845 
Marmalade 96 .480 46.080 
Mayonnaise 51 .255 13.005 
Peanut butter 6 .030 . 180 
Sandwich spread __..._ _3 .015 ~ 
TOTALS 1600 226 65.780 
226 p = 1600 = .1 4125 
.12130 
q = .85875 
2- 65.780- 31.922 
X - .12130 
33.858 = 279.126 
.12130 d.f. - 7 
X~O l;7 18 .5 The calculated x2 is greater than the tabulated 
x2 at the 1% level . Therefore, the null hypo-
thesis is rejected. 
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Se t I, Table 7A. Miscellaneous food i t ems; others , l isting of s tudent 
acceptance and rejection of 8 miscellaneous food items 
others) bv 5th 8th and 11th grades and totals 
1* 21 I 3* I 4>' 5>' I 6* 71 8>' 
' I Ul 
Ul I u 
8 I 
" Food 00 0 Ul Ul 0 
" "" 
" 









" Q) ~ 8 .c " -"' Q) I 0 Q) > 4-1 Q) > Ul 
"' 





6 & " I Q) ! •rl •rl f ..... ·r<.-< u 
........ 
;:;:: 
"' "' "' "' "' 0 "' 
000 
+ 0 I + 0 + 0 • + 1 ~ 1 + 0 , + 0 + 0 + 0 5th (77) 74 3 I 55 22 76 1 60 57 20 l 75 2 41 50 41 36 8th (71) 68 3 43 281 71 0 : 65 33 38 70 1 42 29 41 30 11th (52) 47 5 26 26 49 3 1 47 Sf 29 23 1 50 2 37 15 33 19 
OTAL (200) 189 11 124 76 196 4 ' 178 21 1119 81 j 195 5 1126 74 i 115 85 
I 
*3 it ems out of 8 miscellaneous fo od items received more t han 90% 
acceptance. 
Is items out of 8 miscellaneous food items received more than 50% 
accep t ance but less than 90% acceptance. 









cance for total rej ec t ion of 8 miscellaneous food 
items 
Food items Total Ai pi AiPi 
Chewing gum 200 11 .055 .605 
Mushrooms 
oHooJ 
76 . 380 28.880 
Peanut s 4 .020 .080 
Pi ckles 21 .105 2 . 205 
Pimento 81 . 405 32 . 805 
Pinon nuts 5 . 025 .1 25 
Ripe olives 74 . 370 2 7. 380 
Stuffed green 85 .425 36.125 
TOTALS 1600 ill 128 . 205 
357 p = 1600 = .22 3125 
.17334 
q = • 776875 
128.205 - 79.656 = ~8.549 = 280 .080 
. 17334 .17334 d.f. = 7 
x2 = 18 . 5 
.01;7 
The calculated x2 is greater than the tabulated 
x2 at the 1% level. Therefore, the null hypo-
thesis is rejected . 
I 
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Set I, Table 8A. Sweets, lis ting of student acceptance and rejection 
of 18 desserts and confections (sweets) by 5th, 8th , 
and 11 t h 2rades and t otal s 
~* 1 2* 3* 4/ I 5* ' 6* 7* 8* 9* 
Food I "' Q) "' ~ : Q) Q) --"' Q) ~ 
, .. .,1 "' ... I ... "' . .... -" ..... "' I "' "' u "' Q) Q) ,.,,.... Q) ..... Q) ... ,., s ... 0 
., I 0 ..... '-' '-' u 
"" "' 




0-"' 0 :l :l Q) 
"' "' r5-B l D ~ _l ..c:: "' 0 ... ... u u u u u u 
""' ""' 
H 
I ' + 0 + 0 , + 0 · + ~ I + 0 + 0 + 0 ' + 0 + 0 ~m 73 4 68 9! 74 3 60 17 76 1 76 1 73 4 77 0 77 0 77) I 18 1 70 I 8th 71 0 67 4 ! 67 4 1 53 1 71 0 71 0 71 0 71 0 71) ! 
lth 49 3 ! 47 5 43 31 21 51 1 49 3 50 2 50 2 50 2 
52) i ! 9 1 
OTAL 193 7 ' 182 18 ' 184 16 114 4 56 197 3 196 4 194 6 198 2 198 2 
,(200) ' ! I I I I 
101 11* 121 13* 14/ 15/ 16/ 17/ I 181 ..c:: 
'-' I 
Food ·~ Q) 00 :l 
" 
00 
"' 00 i items: " " 00 ..... " u " :. "' ..... 0 '-' 
"" ""' 
..... Q) ,., 0 ..... 0 
..... "" .......... 0 ..... 
"' """ 
u Q) 'H ·~:g I ::: ~ 
"""" 
..... :l s ... Q) E OJ U"O 
..... ""' 'H 
:l Q) ... 
.."! ~ ';i. :l· ... ~~ "'"' - ~ ~R J ~ 3 H p. ....,'H kP. Ul u 
( 
f 
+ 0 + 1~ I + o ; + 0 + 0 + 0 + 1 ~ I + 0 + 0 ' 5th 58 19 65 62 15 ' 73 4 49 28 61 16 64 57 20 70 7 km 
6 1 
! 
1 8th I 54 17 68 3 66 5 1 71 0 53 18 61 10 65 51 20 ' 67 4 I 
I i pl) 
16 I 
fll th 130 22 49 3 42 10 52 0 23 29 39 13 36 26 26 41 11 (52) 
581 182 
I !m rt'OTAL 142 18 170 30 1196 4 75 161 39 165 35 134 66 178 22 
i<2oo) I ; ! 
*10 items ou t of 18 sweets received more t han 90% acceptance. 
18 items ou t of 18 sweets r eceived more than 50% acceptance but 
l ess t han 90% accep t ance . 
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Se t I, Tab l e BB . Sweet s , x2 tes t of significance for total rejec-
tion of 18 desserts and confec t ions (sweets) 
Food items To t a l Ai Pi Ai Pi 
1. Candy bars 200 7 .035 . 245 
2. Ca r ame l s 18 .090 1. 620 
3 . Cherry choco lates 16 . 080 1.280 
4. Cheese cake 56 . 280 15.680 
s. Chocola te cake 3 .015 .045 
6 . Cookies 4 . 020 .080 
7. Fruit cake 6 . 030 .180 
8 . Fr ui t pies 2 . 010 . 020 
9. Ice cream 2 .01 0 .020 
10. Indian pudding 58 . 290 16 . 820 
11. Je llo wi t h fruit 18 . 090 1. 620 
12 . Lemon meringue pie 30 .150 4.500 
13. Pumpkin pie 4 .020 .080 
14 . Rice pudding 75 .375 28.125 
15. Spice cake 39 .19 5 7.605 
16. Taffy 35 . 175 6.125 
17. Tapioca pudding 66 .330 21 .780 
18. Yellow cake 
__11. .llO ~ 
TOTALS 3600 461 108 . 245 
461 
p = 3600 = .1 28056 
. 111658 
q = .871944 







d.f. = 17 
x~Ol;l 7 33 .4 The calculated x2 is greater than the tabulated 
x2 a t the 1% l evel . Therefore, the null hypo-
t hesis i s rejected. 
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Set I, Table 9A. Vegetables, listing of student acceptance and rejec-
tion of 22 vegetables by 5th, 8th, and 11th grades, 
and t o tal s 
l t 
I 




















<) I '- <) o I .0 
" p, 
"' I QJ 0 ~~ I .0 " "' ! ~ QJ " "' "' < "' "' 1 u u 
+ 0 + ol + o . + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 
5th (77) 21 56 26 51 I 53 24 31 46 34 43 71 6 75 2 8th (71) 36 35 . 31 40 49 22 ; 28 43 I 45 26 65 6 69 2 I 
11 t h (52) 31 21 ! 35 17 34 18 129 23 I 27 25 38 14 49 3 frOTAL (200) I 88 112 92 108 136 64 88 112 106 94 i l74 26 193 7 
I 
8,1 9 { 
I 
10* I 11 t I 121 13{ 14* 
" I I 
QJ 
:> 
0 '-' QJ Food ..... 






""' " " .... QJ 




bO QJ "' s '-' 
" 





+ 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 
5th (77) 44 33 60 17 76 1 43 34 66 11 44 33 69 8 
8th (71) 37 34 69 12 70 1 21 so 66 5 55 16 66 5 
11th (52) 29 23 47 5 52 0 27 25 46 6 36 16 52 0 
TOTAL (200) 110 90 165 34 198 2 91 109 178 22 ! 135 65 I 187 13 
l i 
1St 16/ 17t 181 19* 20/ 211 22* 
Food 
"' "' items: ;>, QJ .c QJ 















"' " "' 
QJ 0 p, 
"' 
0 
0 I 0 0.. 0.. 0.. <Jl <Jl E-< 
+ 0 ; + 0 + 0 + 0 + O' + o. + o· + 0 I 
10 1 65 5th ( 77) 36 41 : 57 20 36 41 61 16 75 2 • 67 12 i 72 5 I 
8th (71) 12 59 ' 31 40 35 36 66 5 69 2 1 64 7 1 56 15 ' 68 3 




*5 items out of 22 vege t ables received more t han 90% acceptance . 
/ 11 items ou t of 22 vegetables received more than 50% acceptance but 
less than 90% acceptance . 
t6 i t ems out of 22 vegetables received less t han 50% acceptance. 
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Se t I, Table 9B. Vegetables, x2 test of significance for total rej ec-
tion of 22 ve~e tables 
Food items Total A. pi AiP i 1 
1. Asparagus 200 112 .560 62 . 720 
2 . Avacado 108 .540 58.320 
3. Beets 64 .320 20.480 
4. Broccoli 112 .560 62.720 
5 . Brussels sprouts 94 .4 70 44.180 
6. Cabbage 26 .130 3.380 
7. Carrots 7 .035 .245 
8. Cau liflower 90 .450 40.500 
9. Celery 34 .1 70 5.780 
10. Corn 2 .010 .020 
11. Eggplan t 109 .545 59.405 
12 . Green beans 22 .110 2.420 
13 . Hominy 65 . 325 21. 125 
14. Lettuce 13 .065 .845 
15. Okra 134 .670 89 .780 
16. Onion 98 .490 48.020 
17. Parsley 106 . 530 56. 180 
18. Peas 27 .135 3.645 
19. Potatoes 4 .020 .080 
20. Spinach 22 . 110 2.420 
21. Squash 41 . 205 8.405 
22 . Tomatoes __ 8 . 040 
___:.]1Q 
TOTALS 4400 1298 590.990 
1298 
p = 4400 = ·295 (p) (q) . 207975 
q = .705 
x2 = 590 . 990 - 382.9 10 208.080 1000 . 384 
. 208 = --:2o8 = 
d . f. = 21 
X~Ol; 2 1 38.9 The calculated x2 is greater than t he tabulated 
x2 at the 1% leve l. Therefore, the null hypo-
thesis i s r ejected . 
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'" "' ... '0 ., 
"' > ., ., 
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"' "' 
1926 i 2298 
i 
274 I 302 
2200 2600 
foo d 11 200 d szrouos b a stu ents 
3 I 4 5 6 7 8 9 




I l1l ... j j .... ., I .,; '- ..C I ~ ., ., ... ::J '""' ..c "" I ., I ... ., .,; ~ ~ .... ., u I 
"' 
:0:'0 0 > I 
! I I I 
1 11 788 I 3545 I 5439 j l5 74 1243 ! 3139 30841 I i I I 
I I I ! 422 255 1361 I 226 357 I 461 1311 
I 
"" 3800 "" 1 "" 
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Set II, Tabl e 2. x2 tests of significance for totals of acceptance 
and rejection of nine food groups by all 200 stu-
dents 
Table Total A. P. AiPi 1 1 
l. Beverages 2200 274 .12455 34.12670 
2. Breads 2600 302 . 11615 35.0770 
3. Cereals 1600 422 .26375 111.30250 
4. Fruits 3800 255 . 06711 17.11305 
5. Meats/main dish 6800 1361 .20015 272.4400 
6. Spreads 1600 226 .14125 31.9220 
7. Others 1600 35 7 .223125 79 . 6560 
8. Sweets 3600 461 .12806 59.03566 
9. Vegetables 4400 1311 .29795 390.6 1245 
TOTALS 28200 4969 1031.28536 
Ho: Pl = P2 P9 
4696 
p = 28,200 = .176206 
q = .823794 
x2 = 1,031.28536 - 875.56761 
.1 45157 





X~Ol;8 20 .1 The calculated x2 is greater than the tabulated 
x2 at the 1% level. Therefore, the null hypo-
thesis is rejected. 
66 
Set III, Tab le 1. Listing of totals of acceptance and rejection of 
nine food groups by grade level: 5th grade (77 
students), 8th (71 students), 11th (52 students), 
a d t t ls n o a 
~ables 1 2 3 4 5 
Meats/ 
Food Beverages Bread s Cereals Fruits main 
groups dishes 
I 
+ 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 
5th 718 129 848 153 454 162 
I 
1355 llO 2005 613 
8th 692 89 849 74 451 ll7 1282 67 1994 420 
llth 516 56 601 75 273 143 910 78 1440 328 
TOTAL 1926 274 2298 302 ll78 422 3545 255 5439 1361 
i 
h'ables 6 7 8 9 
Food Spreads Others Swee t s Vege tables groups 
+ 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 
5t h 540 76 492 124 1213 173 1172 522 
8th 501 67 433 135 1168 llO 1098 464 
llth 333 83 318 98 758 178 822 322 
TOTAL J 1374 226 1243 357 3139 461 3082 1311 
67 
Set III, Table 2. x2 test of significance for totals of acceptance 
and rejection of nine food groups by seventy-
seven 5th grade students 
Table Total Ai P. AiPi 1 
1. Beverages 847 129 .152302 19.646958 
2. Breads 1001 153 . 152847 23.385591 
3. Cereals 616 162 .262987 42.603894 
4. Fruits 1465 110 .07085 8.259350 
5. Meats/main dish 2618 613 .234148 143.532724 
6. Spreads 616 76 .123377 9.376652 
7. Others 616 124 .20130 24.961200 
8. Sweets 1386 173 .124820 21.593860 
9. Vegetables 1694 
..ln. .308145 160.852212 
TOTALS 10859 2062 454.212441 
p9 
2062 
p = 10,859 = .189889 
q = .81011 
x2 = 454.212441 - 391.551 118 
.15383 
d.f. = 8 
(p) (q) .15383 
62.661323 
.15383 407.341 
20.1 The cal culated x2 is greater than the tabulated 
x2 at the 1% level . Therefore, the null hypo-
thesis is rejected. 
68 
Se t I II, Tabl e 3. x2 test of significance for totals of acceptance 










Table Total Ai Pi AiPi 
Beverages 781 89 .113956 10.142084 
Breads 923 74 . 080173 5.932802 
Cereal s 568 117 . 205986 24 .100362 
Fruits 1349 67 .049 666 3 . 327622 
Meats/main dish 2414 420 .173985 73.073700 
Sp reads 568 67 . 114334 7 .660378 
Ot hers 568 135 . 23767 6 32 .086 260 
Sweets 134 6 110 . 081724 8.989640 
Vegetables 1562 464 . 297055 l3 7. 833520 
TOTALS 10079 1543 303.146 368 
Ho: pl = P2 p9 
1543 
.153091 p = 10,079 = (p )(q ) .1 29654 
q = . 846909 
x2 = 303 .146368 - 236.219413 
.129654 
66.926955 
. 129654 516.197 
d . f. = 8 
X~Ol;8 20 .1 The cal cul ated x2 is grea t e r t han the tabul a ted 
x2 a t the l % l eve l . The r efore, the null hypo-
t hes is is rejected. 
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and reiection by fifty-two llth grade students 
Table Total Ai pi AiPi 
Beverages 572 56 .097902 5 . 4825 12 
Breads 676 75 0 11094 7 8 . 321025 
Cereals 416 143 .343750 49.156250 
Fruits 988 78 .078947 6.157866 
Meats/main dish 1768 328 .185520 60.850560 
Spreads 416 83 .199519 16 . 560077 
Others 416 98 0 2355 77 23.086546 
Sweets 936 178 .190171 33.850438 
Vege t ables 1144 322 .281469 90 . 633018 
TOTALS 7332 1361 294.098292 
1361 
p = 7332 = .185625 
.151168 
q = .814375 
x2 = 294.098292 - 252.6 3562 5 
.151168 
41. 46266 7 
.151168 274.282037 
d . f. = 8 
X~Ol;8 20.1 The calculated x2 is greater than the tabulated 
x2 at the l% level. The r efore, the null hypo-
thesis is rejected . 
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Summary of the tables 
Since the null hypothesis (the re are no differences in the true 
pr oportions of acceptance of each food) was rejected in every case , 
there is ev idence t hat s trong food preferences are being exhibited. 
It seems safe to say that these 5 th, 8 t h , and 11th grade student s all 
accept a much wider variety of foods than t hose included i n t he na tive 
Navajo diet and that thi s accep tance results partly from exposure t o 
new foods in boa rding school dining rooms . 
In general, foods f r om t he na tive diet1 continue t o rank high 
wh ich is an indication that new food preferences are "add ing to 11 rat-
her than "replacing" food prefe rences of early childhood. A number 
of items show strong differences be t ween accep tance rated at di ffe rent 
grade leve ls. These generally show greater acceptance with maturation 
a nd increased opportunity for exposure t o new foods . 
The s trong food pre ferences exh i bi ted by I ntermoun t a in School stu-
dents in t his study may be an indication of the individual Navajo stu-
dent' s adap t abi lity , but to prove or disprove t his association will 
require additional research. 
This study has shown student food likes and dislikes. It has 
shown the pers i stence of t aboos agains t fish and seafood s. On the 
other hand, this st udy has shown t he s trong acceptance of turkey, which 
was once considered t aboo 2 but is strongly assoc i ated wi th holidays in 
the boarding school situation. 
Mos t students liked the foods presented in t he 141 food items list. 
Fruits ranked highest among t he nine food groups. 
l Refer t o comments by Ladd on native die t, Chapter I, pp. 4- 6. 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSS I ON OF THE FINDI NGS 
Comments on implications 
7l 
The comments included in thi s chapter are just that--these are 
possible explanations for the results shown in the collected data, 
but they reflect the author' s opinions and cannot be proved. 
The results are highly positive . Navajos put a s trong emphasis 
on approva l and prefer, in general , to "ignore" rather than "condemn" 
a th ing. However, since this study considers rejection as both "don't 
know" and "don 't like", this tendency should not affect results. Th i s 
tendency to verbalize only positive feelings was reflected in Tab le E, 
page 43 , in the comparison of mean sociometric score to food rejection 
(Chapter 3). Most of the scores a re above 2 .0 because many of t he 8th 
graders refused to write down any names for "who would you definitely 
not want to be you r friend ?" Some who did no t fi ll in that blank (worth 
a score of "1 11 ) did fill in "who wo uld you next least want for a friend?" 
(worth a score of "2"). A number o f students wrote in "I have no ene-
mies," "I 'm ashamed of you t o ask such a thing, 11 11 nobody, 11 11 the Commu-
nists," etc. For some unknown reason, this was most obvious among the 
8th graders. 
Comments wi ll be made on foods in three categor ies : ( l) foods 
accep ted by less than half of all 200 students; (2) foods accepted by 
more than half but less than 90 percent o f the 200 s tudents; and (3) 
foods accepted by 90 percent o r more of all 200 student participants. 
l No te Ques tionnaire, p. 2 i n the Appendix. 
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Beverages. All beverages except t omato juice and malt received 
better than 75 percent acceptance. Tomato juice showed about one-
third rejecting it at each grade l evel, and a total of 65 ou t of 200 
rejecting it . At this time there is no way of comparing this with a 
group in the dominant culture, but it seems a normal reaction to this 
item. Plans for additional research include having this questionnaire 
given to students in a public school; this should be helpful in showing 
what food preferences are unique to the Navajo. "Halt " was probably an 
ill-chosen item. The author intended thi s as a check on "milk shake" 
(rejected by only 14). Ha l ts (rejected by 56) a t that time sold for 
$ . 05 more than milk shakes at the highly patronized drive-in near 
Intermountain School. Perhaps the extra cos t increased the rejection; 
perhaps the term was unfami liar. Coffee with 48 rejections shows a wide 
difference between grade levels (28 out of 46 rejections occur in the 
5th grade, 14 in the 8th, and only 4 in the 11th grade) which seems 
about the same as in a group in the dominan t culture. The author had 
not expected this much difference because coffee is part of the native 
diet and has been credited with saving lives. Coffee was sometimes 
served to babies and (because the water had been boiled) seemed t o 
result in happier, healthier babies . Orange juice had only three rejec-
tions out of a total 200. 
2 
Breads. Corn bread (-66), t ortil las (-35), soda crackers (- 25), 
waffles (-78) and wholewheat bread (- 35) received more than 50 percent 
but less than 90 percent acceptance. The author knows no special rea-
son for these results except that waffles would be unknown to many 
2To simplify reporting rejection rates, they will hereafter appear 
in parentheses with a minus sign, (- ), 
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yo unger chi l dren. Waffles show a difference by grade level (5th - 55 , 
8th- 21, 11th- 2) . The rejection fac tor for waffles seems to be 
lack of exposure. Fry bread (-3) , the mainstay of the native diet, 
remains a favorite food. Fry bread sales are common money-making 
projec ts on Intermountain campus. This is a food many s tudents get 
homesick for . It is made of flour , salt, baking powder, and water. 
The dough is then kneaded in a special way till it becomes quite elas-
tic. Then balls of dough are squeezed off and flipped rapidly between 
the hands till there is a thin r ound of dough 9 t o 12 inches across. 
This is fried quickly in an inch or more of hot l ard . It is salted 
and eaten hot. Fry bread i s a dis tinc t ive native Na vaj o fo od which 
promises to remain as a favorite in their diet. Toast (-3), pancakes 
(-4), bakery bread (-8), and doughnu ts (-8) also ranked ve r y high. 
Cereals. In gene r a l this foo d gr oup ranked l ower than o thers. 
Cereals , however, a r e not general l y popula r with children . Cold 
ce r eal (-22) r a nked highest. "Farina" (-76) may have been a poor word 
choice . Al t hough 11 fari na" i s listed t o be served three times per month 
on the Master Menus (see Appendix), students seemed un familiar wi th 
it as a f ood. They may call it by a Navajo name and so not recognize 
it. Students often joke abou t "getting beans all the t ime." Pinto 
beans (- 71) ranks next t o the lowest among cereals, but s till receives 
we ll over 50 percent acceptance. 
Fruits. With only four exceptions the 19 fru i ts received more than 
90 percent acceptance. Cranberries (-27) , pomegranates (-44) , prunes 
(- 49) , and raspbe rries (-30) rece ived above 75 percent but less than 90 
percent acceptance. Except f or prunes, these four are not served 
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regularly in the dining room, so lack of exposure could account for 
greater rejection. Rejection of prunes seems to be a normal reaction 
of child ren. App les, bananas, peaches, and wa t erme l on each received 
only one reject ion. 
Meats and main dishes . Four it ems under meats and main dishes 
were rejected by more than half the s tudents: crab (- 130); liver (- 111); 
oysters (- 142); and shrimp (-11 7) . Three of these are seafoods and 
wou l d be t aboo in traditional Nava jo culture . (Refer t o Chap ter I, 
pp. 8- 9 . Explanations for this t aboo can be found in Nava j o my ths 
bu t wil l not be included in this paper.) The strong re jection of liver 
seems to stem from a disl iked menu (No te: Master Menu, 1960-61, 
Wedne sday Menu A, Supper, and Monday Menu D, Supper) served twice a 
month on earlier Master Menus. On open-ended questions several s tu-
den t s indicated extreme dislike for 11 mutton liver and beans . " The 
menu had been dropped in the 196 3-64 dining schedule . 
Broiled T-bone steak (- 30) was apparently unfamiliar t o younge r 
students and shows wide grade level diffe r e nces (5th, - 21; 8 th, -9; 
11, - 0). Other mea ts and main dishes receiving mo re than 50 percent 
but less than 90 percent acceptance a r e cheese (- 23), chop suey (-90), 
Navajo s tew (- 31) , pizza (-94), r oas t mutton (- 23), roast pork (-23), 
salmon (-78), smothered steak (-40), tamales (- 32), t r out (-95), tuna 
(-73). The author knows no special r eason for the rejection r a te for 
cheese (similar f or a ll grade l eve ls) and smothered steak (d ifferent 
for gr ade levels: 5th, - 23; 8 th, -1 4; llth, -3) . The method o f pre -
paration may cause the rejection ra tes fo r roasts which show strong 
grade level dif fer ences : roast mutton (5th, -1 8; 8th, - 3 ; llth, - 2) , 
and r oas t pork (5th, -1 7 ; 8th, - 3 ; and 11th, - 3). Chop suey, pizza, 
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and tamales are national food specialties and generally unfamiliar or 
11 Strange" even with exposure. Chop suey and tamale pie were included 
in the 1960-61 Master Menu but had been dropped in the Master Menu for 
1963-64. Navajo stew showed total acceptance in the 5th and 8 t h grades, 
but were rejected by 31 of the 11th graders. Open- ended questions 
indicated a rejection of "white man ' s style 11 Navajo stew by some. 
Several commented that they considered the kind they got at home a 
favorite. ("Hhi te man ' s style'' Navajo stew usually includes peas and 
other vegetables not usually available on the Navajo Reservation--the 
supposi ti on being that these additions add color and nutrients.) 
Others indicated that "Navajo style" stew without additions seemed 
tasteless. It is interesting that these distinctions and reactions 
occur only in the 11th grade group. Salmon, trout, and tuna would all 
be affected by the taboo against fish mentioned earlier . Trout, in 
addition, would be unfamiliar since it is not served in the dining 
room but would be available in restaurants. 
Bacon, balogna, chicken, chicken- fr i ed steak, eggs, hamburger (-1), 
hot dogs, lunchmeat, pork chops, and turkey all were accepted by 190 
or more and , therefore, received strong acceptance . Turkey, although 
a taboo food 3 in the traditional cu lture, received only five rejections. 
Turkey is served only at Thanksgiving and Christmas and is given con-
siderable publicity in local papers. Association with the holidays may 
cause the high acceptance of turkey despite the taboo and lack of ex-
posure in the native diet. 
Spreads . Butter (-23), marmalade (-96), and mayonnaise (-51) 
received more than 50 percent acceptance but less than 90 percent 
3Refer to Ladd, Chapter I, pp. 8-9 of this thesis. 
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accep tance. Peanut butter (- 6) and sandwich spread (- 3) received the 
highest ratings. The author knows no special reasons for these results. 
Miscel laneous food items . Mushrooms (- 76) , pickles (- 21), pimento 
(-81) , ripe olives (- 74), and stuffed green olives (- 85) received more 
than 50 percent but l ess than 90 percent acceptance . Of these, mush-
rooms are considered taboo by some--they supposedly "cause blindness " 
though the author does not know why unles s at some time there we re bad 
experiences with a poisonous varie t y . The other foods listed above are 
served for s pecial occasions but are rela tively unfamiliar . Peanuts 
(- 4) and pinon nuts (-5) are ranked highes t . Pinon nuts are part of 
the native diet and a major source of income fo r Navajos . 
Sweets . Cheese cake (- 56), Indian pudding (- 58), lemon meringue 
pie (- 30), rice pudding (- 75), spice cake (-39), taffy (- 35) , t ap i oca 
pudding (-66), and yellow cake (- 22) all received more than 50 percent 
but less than 90 percent acceptance. Of these, cheese cake would be 
unfamiliar t o many. "Indian pudding" seemed to leave a question in the 
minds of students. It was included in the 1960-61 Mas ter Menu but 
apparen tly did not make an impression; it had been dropped in the 1963-
64 menus. The author had intended a molasses and cornmeal concoction, 
but this apparently r epresents another tribe of Indians. Candy bars 
(- 7), chocolate cake (- 3), cookies (-4), fruit cake (- 6), fruit pies 
(-2), ice cream (- 2) , and pumpkin pie (- 4) all received very high ratings. 
Vegetables. The highly perishab le nature of vegetables wh i ch 
makes many of them unavailable on t he Navajo Reservation, plus a genera l l y 
widespread rejec t ion of vegetables by children seemed to combine to make 
this food group one of the least popular. 
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Aspa r agus (-11 2) , avacado (-108), broc co li (- 112), eggplant (-109), 
okra (-1 34) , and parsley (- 106) all received less than 50 pe rcent accep-
tance. None of these were served in the dining room. The home econo-
mics department arranged to have many of their students sample these 
vege t ables , but lack of expo sure would probably account for much of the 
rejection rate for these foods. 
Carro ts (-7), corn (-2) , le ttuce (-13), pota t oes (-4), and tomatoes 
(-8) rank highest among vegetables. All these except lettuce would be 
included in the native diet. The author has no exp lana tion for the wide 
acceptance of lettuce--it was not served in the dining room at the time 
the questionnaires we re fil led out. 
Summary 
Students showed strong food preferences--some of which were expected. 
Some possible reasons for these food preferences have been suggested by 
the author . These comments re f lect personal opinion based on observa-
tion, discussion, and reading; but they cannot be proved. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Practical uses for these findings 
These findings document the stated reactions of students at Inter-
mountain School during the 1962- 63 school year toward 141 specific 
foods. Since these students were, at that time, in the 5th, 8th, and 
11th grades, there is indication of changes in preference in certain 
foods resulting from maturation and increased exposure t o foods commonly 
consumed in the dominant culture. 
This information should be of interest to the students themselves. 
Sometimes students are wont t o s ay that "Navajos like this food; they 
do not like that food ." These f indings should make it possible for these 
students t o see that stereotyping may be unwise where food preferences 
are concerned. 
The findings should be of interest and help t o those persons con-
cerned with the feeding programs for Navajo students--particularly in 
the Bureau of Indian Affairs boarding schools. Boarding schools need 
to provide a homelike setting for the child, and most homes cater to f am-
ily food likes as well as attempting to train children to like the foods 
which are available and good for them. The findings might help in 
avoiding waste. The same usefulness could apply to home economics pro-
grams for Navajo students. 
This information may have a more theoretical value as an indicator 
of adaptability, but this study remains in an exploratory state where 
that subject is concerned. Although a relationship between popularity 
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with peers and food preferences was investigated, no pattern emerged--
at least not in a one-to- one relationship. 
Recommendations for further research 
In Chapter III the appli cab i lity of popularity as an indicator of 
adaptability was discussed as meriting furth e r study . With a wider sam-
ple and more refined tools of analysis, a relationship with food pre-
ferences might indicate a better evaluation of the presence and degree 
of adaptability. This information should be helpful for education and 
evaluation of Navajo student s . 
Perhaps even more pertinen t than this would be the establishment 
of preference ratios in relat i on to many different bases (or combina-
tions of bases) for which dat a are available. These are: 
Reading score-- CAT, October, 1962 
Sex 
Age 
Years of attendance at Intermountain School 
Years of attendance at o ther schools 
Number of other schools attended 
Kinds of schools attended: Public, mission, federal 
Home area on the reserva tion (was t he child from an isolated area 
or from a place where there were frequen t contacts with members 
of the dominant culture? ) 
Religious preference 
Living experiences (unique situations which have affected food 
preferences). 
Further recommendations would include the replication of this survey 
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at three-year intervals to see if these findings hold up over a period 
of time (or if these findings are results of a changing culture which 
has speeded up its pace of change), A longitudinal study would make the 
findings more stable . Also, recommended would be replication of this 
survey in public schools to see if children in the dominant culture 
would have similar food preferences and other indicators of adaptability. 
All of these approaches have implications for further study of the 
trait of adaptability. This study has delineated the reaction of 200 
Navajo students to 141 foods during the 1962-63 school year at Inter-
mountain School, Brigham City, Utah . It has shown that students have 
accepted a wider variety of foods than would result by chance in view 
of the native diet of their early childhood. It should serve as a use-
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No t e ; This is an E!ffort t. o l earn wl. o you most like and wl.om you least. ld,P·· uot wh ont 
yo u d i s l ike. 
1 . "'hots ttd s Kr oup WO II!~d l.e your fir st 1 . '' ho is t his g r ouF would you def initely 
c h o ic e frieud? 
1
'
1ho w1dt, J d Le yo_t.r secon2 c h o i ce as a 
fri f:P!J ? 
n o t want t o Le your fri end? 
1
' ho would you next lea st wnnt for a 
fr i end ? 
be s ure tloat yo u ha ve fill ed i1o every t..la ,ol. to t he Lest. of yuuJ· CtLll i l.y. 
Questionnaire II for research study, 
February, 1963 
Conducted by Kathlyn L. Coffman 
Grade ------------------------
Boy __ _ Girl 
Name --------------------------
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Fi ve items are listed under different situat ions re lated to food preference or food service . In the b lanks p rovided number 1, 2 , 3, 4, 5 the 
items you like best to those you like least. 
I . You are visiti ng your family on the reservation or spending the summer at home. 
M utton Stew St ring beans Beef 
Fried bread Dry beans Indian corn 
Fried potatoes Fried bread 
Coffee Roast rib s C ookies 
Dried peache s Milk Tea 
2 . Number from 1 to 5 yo ur preference of these menus fl'om the Intermonntain dinin 
Meat G vegetable soup Citrus juice Navajo stew 
Lettuce & Egg sal ad Corn meal, sugar /c ream Buttered spinach 
Bread & peanut butter Boile d eggs Com bread, butter 
Coffe e cake ~~:~~j;~at bread Raw apples 
Milk Mi l k Milk 
Sardine s & Crac kers 
Pork & beans 






Fruited je llo 
M" lk 
3. You are eating at a restaurant or you have been invited by a family totheir home for a meal. 
~am Fried c hicken Turkey & dressing Grille d steak 
~;o~~~Ltatoes M ashed potatoes /g ravy ~r~sX~JYo~;~~~s /gravy Baked potato Sliced tomatoes Tossed sa lad 
Rolls, butter/je lly Peas Green beans French bread Ice cream Cherry pie Pwnpkin pie Eg?~ii s milk or non Coffee or milk Coffee or milk Coffee tea or milk 
You are at a drive-in or short-order cafe o r in a campus shop a t lntennoLIDtain School 
Hamburger Soft ice-cream Coke Gum 
French fries 
M. 
You can choose the ways of serving food you prefer. 
Cafeteria Service English Fam ily Style 
You pass through a line and ~~::r ~;stsea~~1o~th~s~:~sle; 
som eone serves your food serve your food onto a p l at 
~~rsfd~~~~s~nto a plate which is passed to you. 
Peanuts 
American Family Style 
Plates and silverware are 
set around a t able at whid 
you are seated. Food is in 
~S~~ Persons help them -
Buffet Service 
Plates are stacked at a 
table w ith food on i t. You 
choose the food you want 
then go e lsewhe re to eat. 
Roast mutton 
Squash 
Nava jo corn bread 
Mi l k 
Me lon 
Mutton li ver / beans 
Pe:fection sa lad 
Wholewheat bread 
Sweet ro l ls 
Mi lk 
Tuna casserole 
Je llo salad on lettuce 
C arro ts 
Ro lls 
Cre am pi e 
Tea or mi lk 
Snack ing 
Food is w ra pped, put into 
disposabl e containers, or 
is of a t ype easily eaten 
with the fingers. (X) 
<.0 
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HESEAACII OUESTIOONURE p:~oge 
I •• Spe ::: ifi~ information on :~e s:.hool.s "-ou ha,.e attended is needed Pl ea::;e fill out 
.,. the foll owing l.lanks a .s :,-,mpte e l y as pos~;.ib1e 
Ex ample If T!t'::ermountain s~hool is the :m l y s : hool vou ha ·e a•,. .. rt:J~d .,..,, \ oJJld 
place an 0 under Puhli !:' and ~lis~i-:>n schools and lis l n '"e1:'mouHain 'lndl:'r 
FederaF s :. hools lf 'fC::i'.J ht\ve lef:. a s~hnol a,d r e : u rn<>:1 at a l .. · er d .. t.t: "lake 
sepe't'e ! e entries 
__ ..t:.!! PugL.>.l.'Ci "'-'S,;el!h.Q.OQ.O lusL_-, _ _L n ~a t ion 
Mj S '~ion P rjy:q'" r ......... , .... .. 
11 Ha-,e you had an y in ·e res•ing or un:.~-.•Jal experie :"l es whic h ha ve infL.1en -: ed '/':>U't' 
food l ikes ? 
" r i t e a pa o:- ag :-a ph -:e l ling aLout an·1 expe ,.i cn ~e ''ou fee! ha, made a big : hange in 
yout' food habits Examples mi ght l.e ( 1 ) luing wi•, h a famil y while at ten d i n~ 
school or workinK (2) emploqment in a u ot.he .. s 1: a'..e or ':. i ty (3 1 spe c ial t rips 
tOU!'S , edu : ationaJ experien ces 
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APPENDIX B 
MASTER MENUS FOR THE INTERMOUNTAIN SCHOOL 
DINING ROOM 











Stewed dried peaches 









Oatmeal, sugar, cream 






Citrus blend juice 
Raisin bran, sugar, 
cream 






Sunday Menu "A" 
Dinner 




Vanilla ice cream 
Milk 




Corn bread, butter 
Fruited jello 
Milk 
Tuesday Menu "A" 
Dinner 
Roast beef, brown gravy 
Boiled potatoes 
Buttered whole kernel 
corn 
Wholewheat bread, butter 
Raw apples 
Milk 
Wednesday Menu "A" 
Dinner 
Boiled beef, buttered 
noodles 
Mashed potatoes 













Chili con carne, 
crackers 
Carrot and raisin 
salad 
Bread, butter 
Devil's food cake 
Milk 
Supper 
Meat and vegetable 
soup, crackers 
Sliced cheese 
Bread, peanut butter 














Farina , sugar, cream 





Stewed apple nuggets 
Sugar corn pops, cream 





Ci trus juice 
Cracked whea t, sugar , 
cream 
Beef and vegetable 
hash 






Farina, sugar, c ream 
Boiled eggs 
Plum jam 
Bread , butter 
Mi lk 
Breakfas t 
Ci trus bl end juice 
Fr os ted whea t flakes, 
cream 
Bacon, bacon gravy, 
toast 
Who lewhea t bread, butter 
Peach jam and milk 
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Thursday Me nu "A" 
Dinner ~ 
Swiss steak, na tural gravy Ham salad fo r sand-
Oven browned po tatoe s wiches 
Buttered spinach Sliced onions 
Hot rolls, butter Wholewheat bread, 
Raw apples butter 
Milk Pinto beans 
Orange cake 
Milk 
Friday Menu "A11 
Dinner 
Corn pudding 
Au gratin pota t oes 
Buttered peas 




Saturday Menu "A" 
Dinner 
Baked beans 
Potato and egg salad 
Sliced onions 
Bread, butter 
Canned apr ico ts 
Oatmeal cookies 
Milk 
Sunday Menu "B" 
Dinner 
Roast beef, brown gravy 
Oven browned po tatoes 
Buttered peas 
Who l ewheat bread , butter 
Choco lat e i ce cream 
Milk 
Monday Menu "B" 
Dinner 
Steamed frankfu rters 
Scalloped potatoes 
But t ered spinach and 
onions 
Hot rolls, butter 
Raw app les 
Milk 
~ 
Fried macaroni , sliced 
cheese 
Tuna fish salad 
Bread, butter 





Sca lloped po tatoes 
Buttered hominy 
Carrot sticks 
Dinner ro ll s , butter 
Sugared canned t oma t oes 
Milk 
Supper 









Succo t ash 
Sliced lunch meat 






Stewed dried apricots 
Rolled oats, sugar, 
cream 
Boiled eggs 











St ewed dried prunes 
Special K, sugar , 
cream 
Bacon , scrambled eggs 





Cracked wheat, sugar, 
cream 






Co rn meal, sugar, 
cream 
Boi led eggs 
Who lewheat bread, bu tter 
Peach jam 
Milk 




Lyonnaise string beans 
Corn bread, butter 
Raisin custard pudding 
Milk 
Wednesday Henu "B" 
Dinner 



















Wholewheat bread, butter 
Raw apple 
Milk 










Lettuce and egg 
salad 





Sl iced on ions 





















Oven browned potatoes 
Sweet relish 




Stewed prunes w/ 
orange slices 
Rais in bran, sugar, 
cream 






Rolled oa ts, s ugar, 
c ream 





All-0- wheat, sugar, 
cream 
Boiled eggs 
Wholewheat bread, butter 




Whea t pots, cream , 
sugar 
Bacon , bacon gravy, 
t oast 




Stewed dried peaches 
Corn meal, sugar, cream 
Scrambled eggs and bacon 
Wholewhea t bread, but ter 
Plum jam 
Milk 
Sunday Menu "C" 
Dinner 
Roast mut t on, gravy 
French baked pota t oes 
Pickled beets 
Wholewheat bread, butter 
Strawberry ice c r eam 
Milk 
Monday Menu "C" 
Dinner 
Meat pi es 
Buttered peas 
Wholewheat bread, butter 
Raw apples 
Milk 
Tues day Menu "C'' 
Dinne r 
St eamed franks w/catsup 
Lyonnaise potat oes 
Bu ttered string beans 
Hot ro l ls , butter 
Cherry jello 
Milk 
Wednes day Menu "C" 
Dinner 
Navajo stew 
Buttered sp inach 
Corn bread, butter 
Raw apples 
Milk 
Thursday Menu "C" 
~ 
Smothered s teak, gravy 
Curri ed rice 
Buttered peas and ca rrots 
Bread, bu tter 




Potato sa l ad 
Sliced lunch meat 
Co ttage tomatoes 





Macaroni and cheese 













Meat and vege table 
soup, crackers 
Buttered corn 









Wholewhea t bread, 
peanut butter 












Farina, cream, sugar 
Mee t and vegetable hash 














All-0- wheat, sugar, 
cream 
Bacon, bacon gravy , 
toast 





Corn meal , sugar, cream 
Boiled eggs 
Wholewheat bread, butter 
Pineapple-apricot jam 
Milk 
Friday Men u "C" 
Dinner 
Chees e omelet 
Buttered hominy 
Golden gl ow salad 
Wholewheat bread , bu t ter 
Apples 
Milk 
Saturday Menu "C" 
Dinner 
Roast beef, gravy 
Boiled potatoes 
Harvard beets 
Dinner rolls, butter 
Sugared tomatoes 
Milk 
Sunday Menu "D" 
Dinner 
Boiled chicken , gravy 
Mashed potatoes 
Buttered whole grain 
corn 
Whol ewhea t bread, butter 
Green p ineapple ice cream 
Milk 
Mond ay Menu "D" 
Dinner 
Steamed franks 
Au gratin potatoes 
Buttered spinach with 
onion 
Hot rolls, butter 
Fruited j ella 
Milk 
Tuesday Menu "D" 
Dinner 
Roast beef, gravy 
Boiled potatoes 






Spaghetti with Spanish 
sauce 
Oven browned potatoes 






Cold t omatoes 
Sliced onions 
Bread, butter 
Molded jello w/pears 
Milk 
~ 
Macaroni and cheese 
Carrot sticks 















Chop suey w/steamed 
ri ce 
Perfection salad 
Who lewheat bread , 
butter 




Ra isin bran, sugar, 
cream 





Stewed apricots and 
prunes 
Cracked wheat, sugar, 
cream 







Ro lled oats, sugar, 
cream 
Hashed brown potatoes 















Corn bread , butter 
Rice custard 
Milk 
Thursday Men u "D" 
Dinner 
Roast pork, apple sauce 
Butte red paprika potatoes 
Buttered peas 
Wholewheat bread, butter 
Raw app les 
Milk 
Friday Menu "D" 
Dinner 
Creamed tuna over toast 
Fried hominy 
Buttered spinach 
Bread , butter 
Spice cake 
Milk 
Saturday Menu "D" 
Dinner 
Roast mutton, gravy 
Oven browned potatoes 
Buttered whole kernel 
corn 





Chili con carne, 
crackers 
Sliced onions, sweet 
relish 
Bread, butter 
Devil's food cake 
Milk 
Supper 

























DELIVERY CALENDAR, 1960- 1961 
AUGUST 1960 NOVEMBER 1960 
s M T w T F s s M T w T F 
1 2 3 4 6 c 2 4 5 
8 9 10 11 12 13 D 6 8 10 11 12 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 A 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
A 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 B 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
B 28 29 30 31 c 27 28 29 30 
SEPTEMBER 1960 DECEMBER 1960 
M T w T F s s M T w T F s 
B c 2 3 
c 4 5 6 8 9 10 D 4 6 8 9 10 
D 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 A 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
A 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 B 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
B 25 26 27 28 29 30 c 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 
OCTOBER 1960 JANUARY 1961 
s M T w T F s s M T w T F s 
B D 3 4 5 6 
c 2 4 5 6 8 A 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
D 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
A 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 c 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
B 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 D 29 30 31 
c 30 31 
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FEBRUARY 1961 
s M T w T F s 
D 3 4 
A 5 6 8 9 10 11 
B 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
c 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
D 26 27 28 
MARCH 1961 
s M T w T F s 
D 4 
A 5 6 8 9 10 11 
B 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
c 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
D 26 27 28 29 30 31 
APRIL 1961 
s M T w T F s 
D 
A 3 4 6 8 
B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
c 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
D 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
A 30 
1962-1963 Master Menu 
Breakfast 
Oranges 
All - 0- wheat, sugar, 
cream 
Boiled eggs 




Stewed dried peaches 
Sugar pops 
Fried bacon 











Citrus blend juice 
Frosted wheat flakes 





Farina, sugar, cream 
Boiled eggs 
Toast, butter 
Apricot-pineapp le jam 
Milk 








Monday Menu "A" 
Dinner 
Meat and vege t able soup 
Crackers 




Tue sday Menu "A" 
Dinner 
Navy beans/bacon 
Tossed green salad 
Corn bread , butter 
Chocolate pudding 
Milk 
\.Jednesday Menu "A" 
Dinner 
Boiled beef w/noodles 
Buttered green beans 
White bread, butter 
Devil food cake, white 
icing 
Milk 
Thursday Menu "A" 
Creole berger on bun 
Potato chips 
Kidney bean salad (boiled 
egg, celery, lettuce, 
dressing) 
Wholewheat bread, butter 











Roast beef/brown gravy 
Mashed potatoes 
Buttered peas 










Apple raisin pie 
Milk 
Supper 
Chili con carne, 
crackers 




Swiss steak~ natura l 
gravy 
Buttered boiled potatoes 
Buttered spinach 





Suga red corn flakes 
Scrambled eggs 





Cracked whea t, sugar, 
cream 







Fros ted flakes 
Scramb led eggs, minced 
ham 




Stewed apple nuggets 
All-0-wheat, sugar, 
cream 





Corn meal, sugar, cream 
Boiled eggs 
Toas t, butter 
Ap ricot-pineapple jam 
Hilk 
Friday Menu "A" 
Dinner 
Creamed cheese/macaroni 
Tossed green salad 
Bread , butter 
Fresh f ruit 
Hilk 
Saturday Menu "A" 
Dinne r 
Heat loaf , chili sauce 
Buttered potatoes 
I.Jhole kernel corn 
Canned pears 
Oatmeal cookies 
Bread , butte r 
Milk 
Sunday Menu "B" 
Dinner 
Ham w/Hawaiian sauce 
Sweet pota toes 
Cut green beans 
Ice c re am 
Bread, butter 
Milk 
Monday Menu "B" 
Dipner 
Succotash w/ham 
Tossed green salad 
Chocolate pudding 
Hard rol l s, butter 
Milk 
Tuesday Menu "B" 
Dinner 
Soup, rice, tomato w/ 
noodle, crackers 
Lime jel lo w/cottage 
cheese 
































Oven browned potatoes 





Beef stew w/fresh 
vegetables 
Beet salad 






Wholewheat mi lk toast 




Stewed apricots and 
prunes 
Cracked wheat, cream, 
s ugar 
Scrambled eggs w/ bacon 
Bread, butter 
P lum jam 
Milk 
Breakfas t 
Cit ru s JUlCe 
Rol l ed oa ts, c ream, 
s ugar 
Hash brown po t a t oes 













Farina , sugar, cream 
Bo iled eggs 
Bread , butter 
Pl um jam 
Milk 
Wednesday Menu "B" 
Dinner 
Spaghetti w/meat sauce 
Buttered mixed vegetables 
Sweet pickles 
Hot buttered r oll s 
Fresh app les 
Milk 
Thursday Menu "B" 
Dinne r 
Spani sh rice 
Golden glow salad 
Sweet rolls 
Wholewheat bread , butter 
Milk 
Friday Menu "B" 
Dinner 
Soup, navy bean, w/ 
diced potao tes and 
onions 




Sa turday Men u "B'' 
Dinner 
Baked beans 
Tossed green salad 
Whol ewheat bread, butter 
Canned ap r icots 
Milk 
Sunday Menu "C" 
Dinne r 
Cold cuts, bologna 
Sli ced cheese 
Fried potatoes 
Sweet mixed pickles 
Bread , butter 




Braised beef, cream 
gravy 
Boiled potatoes 
Cut green beans 




Pan fried chicken 






Creamed tuna on toast 
Fried hominy 
Buttered spinach 




Macaroni w/cheese sauce 












Blended citrus JU1Ce 
Fros ted wheat flakes, 
cream 





Boiled oats , sugar, cream 













All stars w/cream 
Boiled eggs 




Ci trus juice 
Cracked wheat , sugar, 
cream 




Monday Menu "C" 
Dinner 
Spaghetti w/meat sauce 
White and red cabbage 
slaw 
Hot rolls, butter 
Pineapple cake 
Milk 
Tuesday Menu "C" 
Dinner 
Soup, vegetable, w/ 
crackers 
Tossed green salad 
Bread , w/peanut butter 
Fresh frui t 
Milk 
Wednesday Menu "C" 
Dinner 
Lima beans , w/ham, celery 
Onion on biscuits 
Beet salad 
Bread, butter 
Jello w/ fruit cocktail 
Milk 
Thurs day Men u "C" 
Dinner 
Navy beans w/bacon 




Friday Menu "C" 
Dinner 
Macaroni and tomato sauce 
Carrot and raisin salad 
Bread, butter 




Tender loin tips w/ 
vegetables 
Buttered spinach 




Pork leg roast w/gravy 
Sage dressing 
Apple sauce 
Lime and pear salad 
Hot rolls, butter 
Milk 
Supper 
Barbeque beef over rice 
Buttered carrot s 




Irish lamb stew w/ 






Creamed po t atoes 
Buttered whole kernel 
corn 
Canned pears 


















Rolled oats, sugar , 
cre am 
Grilled bacon 
Toas t, butter 












Wheat pops , cream, sugar 




Sat urday Menu 11 C11 
Dinner 
Spani sh rice 
Buttered green peas 
Lime s alad w/grape-
frui t sections 
Bread , butter 
Milk 
Sunday Menu "0 11 
Dinner 
Italian spaghetti 




Monday Menu "D" 
Dinner 
Navy be ans w/bacon, 
onion 
Per fec ti on salad 
Hot ro ll s , butter 
Yellow cake 
Milk 
Tuesday Menu ''D" 
Dinner 
Soup, vegetab l e , w/ 
crackers 
Cabbage pineapp le salad 
Bread w/peanut butter 
Apple pie 
Milk 




Cabbage, onion , pick l e 
salad 
Vanilla pudding 




















Mutton stew w/ 
vegetab l es 
Rice custard pudding 
Bread , butter 
Milk 
Supper 
Roast beef w/g r avy 
Boiled potatoes 





Boiled beef w/ 
noodles 
Buttered peas 
Sweet mixed pickles 




Corn meal, sugar, cream 






Fros ted f lakes , cream 
Boiled eggs 





Farina, cream, sugar 
Meat and vegetable 
hash 
Wholewheat bread, butter 
Peach jam 
Milk 
Thursday Menu "D" 
Dinner 
Span ish rice 
Carrot s ticks 




Friday Menu "D" 
~ 
Macaroni-tuna salad 
w/peas, cheese, pimentos 
Hot buttered mixed 
vegetables 
Hot roll s , butter 
Fruited j e llo 
Milk 
Saturday Menu "D" 
Dinner 
Creamed ham w/ pimentos 
Boiled buttered potatoes 
Carro ts w/ peas 
Canned pea rs 
Cookies 






Fresh garden spinach 




Boston baked beans 
Golden glow salad 
Bread, butter 
Ginger cake w/topping 
Milk 
Supper 
Steamed franks w/catsup 
Buttered hominy 





DELIVERY CALENDAR, 1962-1963 
AUGUST 1963 NOVEMBER 1963 
s M T w T F s s M T w T F s 
2 c 
5 8 9 10 D 3 4 5 6 8 9 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 A 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
A 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 B 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
B 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 c 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
SEPTEMBER 1963 DECEMBER 1963 
s M T w T F s s M T w T F s 
c 2 4 6 D 3 4 5 6 
D 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 A 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
A 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 B 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
B 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 c 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
c 29 30 D 29 30 31 
OCTOBER 1963 JANUARY 1964 
s M T w T F s s M T w T F s 
c 2 3 4 D 2 4 
D 6 8 9 10 ll 12 A 5 6 8 9 10 ll 
A 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 B 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
B 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 c 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
c 27 28 29 30 31 D 26 27 28 29 30 31 
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DELIVERY CALENDAR, 1962-196 3 
FEBRUARY 1964 
s M T w T F s 
D 
A 2 3 4 5 6 8 
B 10 11 12 13 14 15 
c 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
D 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
MARCH 1964 
s M T w T F s 
A 3 4 5 6 
B 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
c 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
D 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
A 29 30 31 
APRIL 1964 
s M T w T F s 
A 4 
B 5 6 8 9 10 11 
c 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
D 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
A 26 27 28 29 30 31 
